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Preface
The DRM (Digital Radio Mondiale) consortium was formed in 1998 with the aim
of formulating the requirements for and then designing and introducing a digital
broadcasting system suitable for use in the AM broadcasting bands.

To meet these aims a highly flexible system has been developed.This has led to its
successful inclusion in a recommendation for use by the ITU and to its
standardisation within the IEC and ETSI.

The founding Members of the consortium strongly believed that the unique
properties of these broadcasting bands could be better exploited using the latest
technology and that their popularity would be sustained by the introduction of
such a digital transmission system.

This manual is aimed at the management of broadcasting organisations in areas of
policy making as well as in programme making and technical planning. It explains
in some detail the advantages gained by radio broadcasters introducing this
technology and the technical considerations they need to take into account in
forming a strategy for its introduction.

It was felt that a well-designed digital system could significantly improve reception
quality, reliability and ease of use and ensure the continued use of the AM bands.

Readers are particularly referred to the Glossary, section 7.2, where they
will find a comprehensive list of abbreviations used throughout this manual.
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1. Objectives

2 Introduction

The DRM consortium had from the outset a number of key objectives. These
objectives underpinned the work that was carried out to design a digital broadcasting
system suitable for all the AM broadcasting bands world-wide.The main objectives were:

The DRM system was designed as an eventual replacement for current analogue AM
broadcasting. However the system was also specifically designed to allow these new
digital transmissions to co-exist with current AM broadcasts. By this means the
changeover from analogue to digital broadcasting can be phased in over a period of
years.This allows broadcasters to make the required investment on a timescale
which meets their budgetary needs.This will ensure that expensively acquired and
perfectly satisfactory transmission equipment is not suddenly made obsolete.
Furthermore, unlike some other digital systems, the DRM system has been designed
to allow suitable analogue transmitters to be modified to switch easily between
digital and analogue broadcasts.This can significantly reduce the initial investment
cost for a broadcaster wishing to progressively migrate to DRM services and, by
reducing the entry costs, allows broadcasters to introduce DRM services at an
early stage.

•

A significant improvement in audio quality and reliability

•

Improved receiver usability and features for the listener

•

Compatibility with current and future spectrum usage in the bands

•

An assured migration path from analogue to digital broadcasts

•

Early availability of receivers at the lowest cost through an open and
non-proprietary system specification

•

Maximum re-use of existing broadcast infrastructure

This manual informs radio broadcasters as to why the DRM system is of particular
interest and importance to them and is aimed at broadcasters who may not be
completely familiar with the full details of the DRM system. It is intended to provide
sufficient detail for broadcasters to understand the issues surrounding its use,
and the advantages and opportunities that they will gain.
A summary of the DRM system architecture is included in greater detail than most
publicity information, however those readers looking for greater technical detail
should refer to easily obtained published manuals that cover the main system
specification and provide detailed explanations of its operation.The most important
ones are noted in the appendices or are mentioned on the DRM website
(http://www.drm.org).
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Because the DRM system was designed from the outset to co-exist with current
analogue services it received the necessary recommendation from the ITU and this
provides the international regulatory basis upon which transmissions may take
place. Apart from the ability to fit in with existing spectrum requirements, the DRM
system also benefits from being an open and non-proprietary system, allowing any
manufacturer to design and manufacture equipment on an equitable basis.This has
proved, in the recent past, to be an important mechanism for ensuring the timely
introduction to market of new systems and for accelerating the rate at which
equipment prices reduce.This is a significant consideration for broadcasters but
even more so for the hundreds of millions of listeners who will need to invest in
new, DRM capable, receivers.

The introduction of DRM services allows a broadcaster to provide listeners with a
significant advance in audio quality and service reliability together with the means of
enhancing the listener experience with easier tuning and added data. International
broadcasters will be able to provide services on SW and MW, which for the first
time compare favourably with local FM services, whilst national and local LW and
MW broadcasters will also benefit from the enhanced audio quality and the ability
to provide simultaneous data services.
Subsequent sections of this manual provide more detailed information on these
enhancements, how broadcasters may realise them and, in so doing, assure their
future in the radio broadcast market whether internationally, nationally or locally.
The manual provides coverage of these areas in the following sections.
•

AM Broadcasting: Beginning with the background of AM broadcasting and
the current market situation and then looking at the requirements for a new
system and how the DRM system is able to satisfy them with a variety of
coverage modes.This is followed by sections dealing with the regulatory
conditions under which DRM transmissions may be introduced and the process
by which the DRM system has become a standardised open and nonproprietary system. Lastly there is some information on the matter of the IPR
licensing procedures for DRM equipment manufacturers.

•

DRM System Summary: Coverage of the main technical features of the
DRM system and then a look at the detail of the system components and how
the system was tested;

•

Broadcast Infrastructure: This covers the entire broadcast infrastructure
starting with the means of generating and distributing the programme and
associated control information then detailing the requirements of DRM
transmission equipment and lastly looking at receiver developments and
requirements for both consumers and professional users;
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•

Service Planning: information on how DRM services may be introduced into
the AM bands with respect to the HFCC planning process in the SW bands and
the existing Regional Plans covering the MW and LW bands. Specialised
applications such as NVIS (Near Vertical Incidence Sky-wave) and SFNs (Single
Frequency Networks) are also dealt with here. Information is also included here
on how transmissions may be monitored in order to verify coverage both after
the event and in real time;

•

Appendices: information on DRM Members and references to other useful
sources of information on the DRM system and related technology;
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AM Broadcasting
This chapter contains a collection of short statements on items of interest to a broadcaster who may be
considering the use of the DRM system. Many of these items are covered in more detail in subsequent
chapters. In this chapter they are categorized into 4 areas:
•

Background to AM broadcasting

•

Market situation

•

Typical applications

•

The regulatory environment and DRM standardization status

3.1 Background to AM broadcasting

3.2 Market Situation

AM broadcasting developed in the early part of the twentieth century and the
number of broadcasters and listeners grew rapidly so that today there are at least
two billion radios capable of receiving broadcasts in one or more of these bands.With
the development of the transistor and then the integrated circuit the real cost of
these radios has dropped massively since the early days.At the same time portability
has increased with reductions in size and weight whilst significantly lower power
consumption has reduced the operating cost, since batteries need replacing less
frequently.The rapid growth of broadcasting in these bands meant that most regions
of the world today have access to at least basic radio services. In many cases these
services are received not only from within the listener’s country but from countries
outside, providing access to a broad range of programmes whether delivered via the
LW, MW or SW bands.

It is clear that the world is rapidly moving towards a time when all broadcasting will
be delivered to listeners and viewers using digital platforms.The replacement for FM
is seen in systems such as DAB whilst television is increasingly using DVB in one
form or another. CDs, DVDs, PCs and the Internet are becoming the preferred
delivery and storage mechanism for consumers who wish to retain material for
multiple replays.The progressive adoption of these technologies by consumers
could leave AM radio isolated as one of the few ways in which audio material
continues to be delivered in an analogue format.The employment of digital
technology in these other media has provided the opportunity to raise the quality
and reliability of the sound or video delivered.Without the development of a digital
AM system it was likely that the present slow decline in listeners would lead to
progressively less use of these bands.

Although the AM market still remains very significant, in terms of number of
broadcasters and hours of broadcasting, it is also clear that it is in gradual decline.
Other radio broadcasting delivery systems, such as FM, DAB, Internet and satellite,
have inexorably attracted listeners away from the AM bands, as they can provide
superior sound quality. Nevertheless the AM bands still provide an attractive and costeffective way for the broadcaster to reach a large audience. Broadcasters have made
large investments in AM transmission equipment, which in many cases has many years
of useful life remaining. In particular the antennas and transmitters used for highpowered AM services represent a significant investment, for which the possibility of
modification to allow digital transmission presents an attractive proposition.

It is worth examining some of the reasons why broadcasters felt it was worth
developing a digital system in order to assure the continued future of broadcasting
in these bands.

Whilst many broadcasters will find it possible to modify their transmission equipment
to provide digital, as well as analogue services, this will take time to complete and
some transmission equipment, which is unsuitable for modification, will have to be
entirely replaced. Ideally this replacement would be part of the normal equipment
replacement life cycle. Over this migration period both analogue and digital broadcasts
will co-exist.This means that new AM radios will need to provide both analogue and
digital reception well into the future.Thus the digital reception facility will be in
addition to, rather than instead of, analogue reception.

- The SW bands provide very wide area coverage at large distances from
the transmitter.
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•

The AM broadcasting bands have unique propagation advantages not available in
other parts of the spectrum.
- In the LW band wide area coverage can be achieved from a single
transmitter with very stable and reliable propagation characteristics.
- In the MW band both local regional and international coverage can be
obtained depending on the transmitter power and time of day.

•

In all cases reception can be achieved using small low cost portable or mobile
receivers providing virtually universal coverage.

•

The transmission technology required to deliver these services is well
established, reliable and has a long lifetime.

•

As transmitters are terrestrially based they are easy to service, should
faults develop.

All of these facts mean that the AM bands provide a highly cost effective means of
delivering a mass audience for the broadcaster, while at the same time providing the
listener with an economical method of receiving entertainment, news and
information. Other methods of delivery require a larger or riskier investment by
the broadcaster, generally provide less universal coverage and require the listeners
to acquire more expensive and less energy efficient receivers. All of these reasons
add up to an important reason for broadcasters to continue using the AM bands as
a primary delivery system.That is why the migration to digital operation in these
bands with an improvement in quality, reliability and ease of use is seen as the key
to ensuring a long-term future for this valuable resource.

A fast track development programme amongst the Consortium Members meant
that a system was developed, tested and standardised within a relatively short
period of time.This enabled a significant number of broadcasters to start inaugural
services in June of 2003 and the number of broadcasters and the hours transmitted
has continued to grow on a monthly basis since then.This has provided a firm basis
on which receiver and chip manufacturers have been able to plan and develop the
necessary consumer receivers, which is the key to the long-term success of the
system in today’s competitive consumer market.

In most markets worldwide the loss of AM listeners has been to local FM stations
or national FM networks.Whilst listeners often agree that they enjoy listening to
the programme content carried by AM stations they find that the technical quality is
just too poor to retain their listenership in the longer term.This is particularly true
of SW listening, where the additional need to choose the correct frequency,
depending on time of day and season, adds a further deterrent factor. It was thus
clear, from the start of the DRM system development, that any replacement digital
system must provide audio quality that could compete with FM. At the same time it
was recognised that any replacement system would have to work within the
existing bands and co-exist with current analogue broadcasts.

•

Significant improvements in audio quality and reliability

•

Easier receiver tuning

•

Re-use of much existing transmission infrastructure

•

Enhanced programme options, such as data services

The DRM consortium was formed in 1998 in order to develop as rapidly as
possible a digital transmission system, which could meet, as a minimum, the above
requirements.There was general agreement that rapidity of development was
necessary as the analogue AM market was declining and it is always difficult to
win back listeners once lost to other media.
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So in summary the DRM system provides:

In fact DRM has, in many ways, delivered results which have met or exceeded the
goals, which were set when system development started in 1998.

3.3 Typical applications for DRM services
3.3.1 Coverage needs for domestic & international
broadcasting
Although the transmission technology of DRM is applicable over a wide range of
frequency bands, the particular parameters contained within the DRM system
specification have been optimised to specifically cover all of the typical uses of the
AM broadcast bands below 30MHz. Examples of these applications could range
from single MW transmitters of modest power, providing ground-wave coverage of
compact urban areas, up to high power international SW or MW transmissions,
using sky-wave propagation. In all of these and other instances there is a set of
parameters available in the DRM toolbox, which is able to best match the
conflicting requirements of quality and robustness. In many cases the broadcaster
has the option to trade audio quality for robustness, and vice versa, in making the
final choice of transmission parameters.

3.3.2 Coverage modes
The DRM system provides considerable flexibility in the ways in which it can be
used and these surpass those which are possible with current analogue AM
transmissions. Although particular transmission modes have been designed to
provide optimum coverage for particular types of propagation or applications, it is
always open to broadcasters to experiment with the options which best suit their
particular requirements.Therefore the following section should be used as a starting
point for meeting the needs of particular transmission requirements, rather than as
an absolute determinant of the final choice
DRM offers many uses – certainly more than AM broadcasters are currently
offered.To this end, in this section, these uses are noted and organised primarily by
propagation category and frequency band. All the uses noted can support mobile,
fixed and portable reception, including indoor reception for the last two conditions.

3.3.2.1 Local MW/LW ground-wave
In this application the predominant effects are from electrical noise and interference
and, during the nighttime from incoming interference from co- and adjacent channel
transmissions.Thus ruggedness can be traded for greater capacity, so that the
highest audio quality level can be employed using average power levels, for a given
coverage area, considerably lower than for an analogue transmission. In other
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words, the performance will be of steady, robust FM-like audio quality throughout
the coverage area.This will include some greater protection in a mobile
environment from man-made interference than can be provided using
analogue modulation.
It is likely that broadcasters may wish to make use of an SFN to widen the coverage
area that can be obtained from a single transmitter. SFNs allow the use of several
transmitters, on the same frequency and with overlapping coverage, to provide
cover for an entire region or country and provide efficient use of scarce spectrum
(see section 3.3.2.7 for more information).

3.3.2.2 Long distance MW/LW sky-wave
Many broadcasts in certain parts of the world use a high-powered MW service
taking advantage of sky-wave propagation. The DRM system offers robust, high
quality audio, but in general, sky-wave delivered services require the use of the
more robust signal modes. As is generally true for DRM transmissions, less power
will be required than for a comparable analogue transmission.

3.3.2.3 Local SW at the high end of the HF broadcasting
spectrum
The DRM system provides a new opportunity for broadcasters; that is, to use a part
of the SW spectrum for local, high quality audio delivered in a similar way to that of
a FM/VHF band signal, with similar audio quality.This is most likely to take place in
the 26MHz band (see section 6.5 for more details)

3.3.2.4 Typical long distance sky-wave SW
DRM tests have been made, since 2000, under a large set of SW propagation
conditions.Transmissions have been made from Europe to Australia and New
Zealand, as well as much shorter distances, such as from Portugal to Germany.
"Tropical zone" "near vertical incidence" has also been tested. In short, a large
database exists from which DRM has developed "rules of thumb" for DRM Mode
and modulation selections that are generally appropriate to the various expected
propagation conditions. Since a DRM equipped receiver can automatically detect
which mode, etc. is being broadcast, it is the broadcaster who selects the best DRM
configuration for the intended circuit.

In general for long distance SW services, the more robust modes will be used. Even
so, the audio quality will, in most cases, be significantly better than current analogue
DSB transmissions. In some cases of single hop transmissions, where conditions are
stable and signal strength in the target zone is high, it will be possible to use
parametric stereo. However an audio quality approaching mono FM would be a
more reasonable expectation for an average circuit. In the case of very long paths,
where multiple hops are employed, it is likely that the most robust modes will be
needed and so lower audio bandwidths will have to be accepted.

3.3.2.8 Automatic frequency switching (AFS)

For the case of tropical zone applications for domestic coverage, the most robust
modes will generally be needed. Again this will require some acceptance of lower
audio bandwidth but still provide a service which is superior to the current
analogue one (see section 6.6 for more details).

AFS provides the means for a DRM receiver to automatically switch between the
same or similar programmes from the same broadcaster, choosing the frequency
that provides the best quality service.The AFS list is transmitted as part of the
information in the DRM signal and can additionally include schedule and regional
information, such as when and where other sources of the same programme are
available.The AFS list is not restricted to alternate DRM services and can include
analogue AM, FM and DAB services, where relevant. It is quite possible that a
broadcaster, such as a major international broadcaster, might wish to choose this
option for sky-wave propagation diversity, rather than set up a single frequency
network. Provided two DRM signals on different frequencies are identical (this must
include the AFS list) and synchronised in the target area the receiver can switch
between the services without any audio interruption or even combine the two
signals to improve the service reliability through frequency diversity.

3.3.2.6 Number of simultaneous programmes

3.3.2.9 Programme Associated Data (PAD)

As mentioned earlier, it is possible to have more than a single audio programme
transmitted in a DRM service. The system allows up to four services to be
transmitted at the same time, limited only by the total data capacity of the multiplex
and the quality and robustness requirements of the broadcaster.There is a trade-off
in quality when this is done and the broadcaster must decide whether the quality
penalty is worth paying. For example it might be possible to transmit a high quality
audio programme alongside a speech service of continuous news. Another option
might be to transmit four speech services in four different languages using one of
the speech encoders.

Some of the available bit stream can be used for programme related data, such as
simple text messages, which can be shown on a character display.

3.3.2.5 Near vertical incidence sky-wave SW

3.3.2.7 Single Frequency Network (SFN)
SFN operation is possible in a number of instances covered above.The advantage, in
the case of networks using ground-wave coverage, is in the ability to extend the
network to cover regional or countrywide areas using a single frequency.This
provides high spectrum efficiency, as normally more than one frequency is required
to achieve similar coverage using analogue transmission (see section 6.7 for more
technical details).
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3.3.2.10 Other data services
Instead of an additional audio programme service, the broadcaster may wish to
transmit content which may be unrelated to the audio programme itself.This
additional data is likely to require a specialised application to run inside the radio to
process it correctly. Alternatively the data may be present at a connector on the
radio and be processed in an external device, such as a PC or palm sized device.
DRM intends to publish, in the near future, a specification which will detail an open
and universal protocol and interface. Radios will be able to use this in order to
connect to various external devices. (See also section 4.2.4)

3.3.2.11 Simulcast
Simulcast of a DRM service, with its analogue AM counterpart, is a possibility which
is currently being explored and is covered in more detail in section 4.3.4.

3.4 Regulatory and Standardisation Issues

3.4.2 Standardisation

Broadcasting, and its use of spectrum, is regulated on an international basis by
the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Any change in the use of this
spectrum, such as is caused by the introduction of a new digital broadcasting system
into the AM broadcasting bands, requires approval from its Member Administrations.
Furthermore, for a new system to achieve a recommendation by the ITU, it must
have a specification which is open and non-proprietary and enables manufacturers
and users to make use of the system on a non-discriminatory basis.

DRM Standards have been approved by two standard setting organizations: the ETSI
and the IEC.The latter standard has become a joint standard between the IEC and
the ITU and includes a joint logo. All these standards are identical in content.The
ETSI standard applies to Europe whereas the IEC standard applies worldwide.

3.4.1 Regulatory Issues
The International Telecommunication Union’s Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R)
has recently given approval for the broadcast of DRM signals on a regular basis in all
the broadcasting bands below 30 MHz.The conditions are noted below in this
section whilst additional relevant technical details are contained in section 6.8
Coverage Planning.
In December 2002, the ITU-R’s Radio Regulation Board gave approval for DRM use
in the LW/MW bands for Regions 1 and 3 (Europe, Africa, Asia).The conditions
stated are to follow the Geneva 1975 Assignment Plan for MW, that is, no changes
in the assignments to any of the administrations.There is an additional condition
relating to the average power of a DRM signal. Similar conditions are expected for
DRM use in Region 2 (The Americas).
In June 2003, the ITU-R’s World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-03) gave
approval for DRM use in all the broadcasting bands from 5900 – 5950 kHz through to
and including 25670 – 26100 kHz.There are no band restrictions on the use of DRM.
Any scheduled DRM circuit will be coordinated in accordance with Article 12, the 6
month scheduling procedure, in the same way as for any proposed analogue circuit.
The "tropical SW bands" – those below 5900 kHz – are not a part of the WRC-03
result. However, since these lower frequency bands are for national coverage in low
latitude countries, the coordination procedure is one of bi-lateral arrangements,
rather than a global procedure. Countries in the "tropical zone" that wish to use
DRM should be able to do so using "near vertical incidence" propagation just as
they do now, with proper account taken of the average power factor.
Finally, permission to use DRM has to take into account any policy of a
broadcaster’s national spectrum management organisation.
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The ETSI standards cover: the signal on the air, data service applications and the
distribution interface. Further standards will cover monitoring receiver functions,
measurements and interfaces and the interface and protocol between consumer
receivers and external data handling devices, such as PCs and palmtops.They are
identified in section 7.3 [1-4].
The DRM standards are open and non-proprietary and have a worldwide basis.

3.4.3 Licensing
The DRM system depends for its operation on the development work of several
organisations. Some of these organisations are Members of the DRM consortium
and others are not. However in many cases certain key parts of the system
specification are subject to patents or rely on the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
of these organisations. How these patents and IPRs relate to the use of the DRM
system is covered in more detail in section 4.6.

4

DRM System Summary
This section goes into more detail on the way in which the DRM component parts form a DRM signal and
covers such topics as the modulation, multiplex formation, signalling and audio coding. In essence the DRM
system employs Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM) using a large number of evenly
spaced sub-carriers which are modulated using 4, 16 or 64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
depending on the application. A guard interval is added to transmitted symbols in order to ensure a high
degree of resistance to multi-path caused by sky-wave propagation.The encoded audio or data signals are
carried in a multiplex, which is impressed on these carriers.Three different audio coding systems are available
to cover different broadcast requirements and conditions.

4.1 System Development

4.2 Overall design

In the development of the system it was necessary to objectively measure the
performance of the system against the various requirements set out at the
beginning of this programme.These measurements involved laboratory and
field-testing not only to assure system performance but also to ensure that the
specification, when introduced into standards organisations such as ETSI, IEC and
ITU, was unambiguous and could be correctly interpreted by manufacturers not
involved in the system’s development

Figure 4.1 depicts the general flow of different classes of information (audio, data,
etc.) from their origination in a studio or control centre on the left of the figure to
a DRM transmitter exciter on the right. Although a receiver diagram is not included
in the figure, it would represent the inverse of this diagram.
There are two classes of basic information:
•

The encoded audio and data that are combined in the main service multiplexer
and form the Main Service Channel (MSC);

•

Information that bypasses the main service multiplexer and forms the Fast
Access Channel (FAC) and Service Description Channel (SDC).The purpose
of these channels relates to identification and parameter selection for a
transmission and to ensuring the appropriate decoding parameters are
selected within a receiver.

4.1.1 Background to field tests
As a part of the DRM system development programme a great deal of attention
was paid to system testing. In the first instance these tests were carried out in the
laboratory, using a number of propagation models. Initially the testing of a system
component might be carried out using a non real-time computer simulation.
However, once the system components were brought together to form a working
system, it became possible to make tests using real time computer generated
propagation models.This enabled the system performance to be checked under
controlled conditions and changes to be made where deficiencies were identified.
Once it was felt that the system performed satisfactorily in the laboratory, it was
necessary to conduct a large number of transmissions in the field, using real DRM
transmitters and receivers.
These field tests were carried out in a number of stages and, as a result, a number
of changes and improvements were made to the system specification. At the same
time it was possible to observe and learn about the requirements needed to
successfully modify transmitters for DRM transmissions and to improve the
performance of DRM receivers.The field testing programme required, and continues
to require, the collection and analysis of large amounts of data (many hundreds of
Gigabytes) and this experience has led to the development and adoption of a
standardised method of receiving, measuring and storing the data for analysis.
As a consequence of this testing programme DRM has defined a standard for a
monitoring receiver interface so that receivers from any manufacturer will be able
to produce standardised statistics.This is intended to ease the task of the
broadcaster in integrating, into their monitoring system, DRM receivers of more
than one type. Use of these receivers should allow broadcasters to automate a
great deal of their monitoring effort and provide an opportunity to improve both
the accuracy and efficiency of monitoring data collection and analysis.
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The audio source encoder and the data pre-coders ensure the adaptation of the
input streams into an appropriate digital format.The output of these encoders may
comprise two parts, each of which will be given one of two different protection
levels within the subsequent channel encoder.
The multiplexer combines the protection levels of all data and audio services, in a
defined format, within the frame structure of the bit stream.
The energy dispersal provides a defined ‘randomising’ of the bits that reduces the
possibility of unwanted regularity in the transmitted signal.
The channel encoder adds redundant bits to the data in a defined way, in order to
provide a means for error protection and correction, and defines the mapping of
the digitally encoded information into QAM cells.These are the basic carriers of the
information supplied to the transmitter for modulation.
Cell interleaving rearranges the time sequence of the signal bits in a systematic way
as a means of "scrambling" the signal, so that the final reconstruction of the signal at
a receiver will be less affected by fast fading than would be the case if speech or
music data were transmitted in its original continuous order.

Fig. 4.1

The pilot generator injects information that permits a receiver to derive channelequalisation information, thereby allowing for coherent (includes phase information)
demodulation of the signal.
The OFDM cell mapper collects the different classes of cells and places them on a
time-frequency grid.
OFDM depends on many sub-carriers, each of which carries its own sinusoidal
amplitude/phase signal for a short period of time.The ensemble of the information
on these sub-carriers contains what is needed for transmission. In the case of a
DRM OFDM signal occupying a 10 kHz channel there will be from 88 to 226
sub-carriers, depending on transmission Mode.
The modulator converts the digital representation of the OFDM signal into the
analogue signal that will be transmitted via a transmitter/antenna over the air –
essentially phase/amplitude representations, as noted above, modulating the RF
sub-carriers.
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With a traditional AM non-linear high-powered transmitter, the signal is first split
into its amplitude (A) and phase (RFP) components for injection into the modulator
audio input and frequency drive circuits respectively.The relative timing of the A and
RFP signals is adjusted to ensure synchronism at the modulator, and they are
effectively recombined (by the action of the transmitter itself) through this hybrid
modulation scheme.This A/RFP splitting technique is not required in the case of a
transmitter using linear amplification. In this case the composite OFDM signal is
applied to the transmitter input in place of the usual analogue AM signal input.

4.3 Main Features
The following sections describe how the various component parts of the DRM
system work together in order to provide a system which can be optimised to
meet the broadcaster’s specific requirements for quality and number of audio
services, data services and service robustness.

4.3.1 Audio Quality
In order to allow a balance between audio quality and number of services the DRM
system provides 3 different audio codecs which vary in quality, application and bit
rate requirements.AAC provides the highest quality, whilst CELP and HVXC require
progressively lower bit rates but are designed for speech-only services.The
performance of all three codecs can be enhanced by the optional use of SBR coding.

is likely to suffer from the addition of distortions or noise, which have been caused
by the imperfect transmission path. In order to counter these adverse effects the
DRM system provides four different propagation Modes and within these Modes a
choice of modulation and coding rates. By choosing the optimum combination of
parameters, for particular propagation conditions, it can be ensured that the audio
signal is received with the greatest possible quality that can best meet the
broadcaster’s service availability and coverage requirements.

Robustness

MSC
Mode
(nQAM)

Signal
modulation
options (kHz)

Typical uses
bandwidth

A

16,64

4.5,5,9,10,18,20

Ground-wave local,
regional in LW and MW bands.
SW 26MHz band local line-of-sight.

B

16,64

4.5,5,9,10,18,20

Sky-wave international and national
coverage in MW and SW bands

C

16,64

10, 20

Sky-wave needing higher robustness
for international coverage in SW bands

D

16,64

10,20

Sky-wave needing highest robustness,
particularly NVIS for national
coverage in SW bands

Fig. 4.2

Figure 4.2 depicts the variety of digital audio encoders in the DRM system – in
effect, MPEG4 AAC, CELP and HVXC.The performance of all three encoders can
be enhanced by the use of SBR.The enhancements of CELP and HVXC with SBR
are specific to DRM audio coding. All three encoders can operate over a range of
bit rates, and consequently support a range of audio quality [see the ETSI DRM
standardization document Ref. 1 in section 7.4].

4.3.2 Robustness
A summary table provides an indication of how some of the DRM signal parameter
options might be used for typical applications.The following paragraph provides
more detail on how these parameter options might best fit the broadcaster’s
particular coverage requirements.
Propagation in the AM bands can vary between ground-wave, where electrical noise
is the predominant adverse factor, to sky-wave with varying degrees of channel
complexity where both differential delay and Doppler effects are additional adverse
factors. In some circumstances signals may reach some locations in the coverage
area by means of both types of propagation. In all of these cases the received signal
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Table 4.1

Mode A is designed to deliver the highest bit rate possible within the context of
ground-wave coverage. Mode B will generally be the first choice for sky-wave
services.Where propagation conditions are more severe, such as for long paths
with multiple hops, or near vertical incidence, where several very strong reflections
may occur, Mode C or Mode D may need to be employed. In all cases the option
exists to choose either 64QAM or 16QAM for the Main Service Channel and this
choice will be largely influenced by the signal to noise ratio (SNR) expected in the
target area.The lower complexity 16QAM option is normally chosen where the
SNR is expected to be too low to support 64QAM. Inevitably the choice of more
robust Modes or more robust modulation will have the effect of reducing the
available bit rate and therefore the quality of the audio.

Table 4.2
Mode MSC
Modulation
(nQAM)
A
64

16

B

64

16

C

64

16

Max.

Nominal Signal Bandwidth (kHz)
4.5
5.0
9.0
10.0 18.0 20.0
Approx. available bit rate kb/s
(equal error protection, standard mapping)
9.4
10.6
19.7
22.1
40.9
45.8

Min.

14.7

16.7

30.9

34.8

64.3

72.0

Max.

6.3

7.1

13.1

14.8

27.3

30.6

Min.

7.8

8.9

16.4

18.5

34.1

38.2

Max.

7.2

8.3

15.3

17.5

31.8

35.8

Min.

11.3

13.0

24.1

27.5

50.0

56.1

Max.

4.8

5.5

10.2

11.7

21.2

23.8

Min.

6.0

6.9

12.8

14.6

26.5

29.8

Robustness
level (1)

Max.

13.8

29.0

Min.

21.6

45.5

Max.

9.2

19.3

Min.
D

64

16

Not used

11.5

Not
used

24.1

Max.

9.2

19.5

Min.

14.4

30.6

Max.

6.1

13.0

Min.

7.6

16.3

4.3.3 Flexibility
Within the constraints of the modulation parameters required to deliver the
required quality of service, the broadcaster has some flexibility in the way the
available capacity of the MSC is used. Should there be sufficient capacity to achieve
good quality audio, the broadcaster may wish to allocate some of the capacity to
provide a data service alongside the audio, or to split the capacity to provide more
than one audio service. Examples might be a high-quality service, containing music
and speech, together with a low bit rate speech service, carrying continuous news
or a bundle of four simultaneous low bit rate speech channels, carrying news
services in four different languages.Table 4.2 sets out the range of bit rates
which are available for different levels of signal robustness and bandwidth.The
system is flexible in other ways as well, in that the broadcaster has the facility to

vary the occupied bandwidth of the signal to meet the spectrum requirements of
different frequency bands in different regions of the world.This can include the
ability to provide services often described as IBOC (In Band on Channel). Using the
hierarchical mode DRM signals of 4.5, 5, 9 or 10kHz bandwidth can be transmitted
on either side of an (existing) analogue 9 or 10kHz signal. Alternatively, where
planning conditions allow, double bandwidth signals (18 or 20kHz bandwidth) can be
transmitted to provide an increased level of audio quality.
A number of promising proposals have also been made for a single channel
simulcast option (SCS), whereby an analogue and DRM signal together occupy a
single 9 or 10 kHz transmission channel.These proposals offer the possibility of a
signal which is compatible with reception on both analogue and digital receivers.
Work is still actively in progress to determine which of the proposals would
provide the best way of meeting this requirement.

4.3.4 Simulcast
Simulcast is an option of particular interest to broadcasters who have to continue
to satisfy existing analogue listeners for several years to come, but wish to
introduce DRM services as soon as possible. In many cases these broadcasters are
restricted in the ways in which the digital service can be introduced. For example
they may have a single MW assignments and no prospect of receiving an additional
frequency assignment to start a digital only version of their service.They may also
be keen to avoid having to make a short-term investment in an additional
transmitter and/or antenna and site to start a digital service on a new frequency.
These broadcasters would like to be able to transmit simultaneously both the
existing analogue service and a new DRM service, with the same content, whilst
using the existing transmitter and antenna.This option is probably most applicable
to broadcasters with LW or MW assignments, where there is generally less
freedom to use new frequencies, although there may be similar SW applications
where NVIS is used for domestic radio coverage. In an ideal world these
broadcasters would like to be able to transmit a service using single channel
simulcast (SCS), so that both the analogue and digital signals are contained
wholly within the assigned 9 or 10 kHz channel.
Strictly the term simulcast can be taken to describe the simultaneous transmission
of more than one signal carrying the same programme content. In this context it
often describes the simultaneous transmission of analogue and digital versions of
the same programme from the same transmitter and therefore from a common
location. However, it could also mean that only the antenna is common, as well as
that both transmitter and antenna are common to the two services. In some cases
it could be more economic to add a new lower powered transmitter for the DRM
service, feeding the same antenna, rather than making extensive modifications
to an older less suitable transmitter, currently carrying the analogue service.
(1) Maximum robustness refers to lowest code rate available for that modulation (0.5 for 64 and 16QAM)
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and minimum robustness refers to the highest code rate available for that modulation
(0.78 for 64QAM and 0.62 for 16QAM).

4.3.4 Simulcast cont...
DRM supports a number of different simulcast options. Currently the supported
simulcast modes require the use of additional spectrum outside an assigned 9 or
10kHz channel (Multi-Channel or Multi-frequency Simulcast, MCS).The DRM signal
can be located in the next adjacent upper or lower channel and can occupy a half
or whole channel depending on the bandwidth option chosen. Figure 4.3 shows
some 9kHz example configurations. Significant testing, both in the laboratory and in
the field, has been carried out to determine the optimum level of DRM signal
needed to provide a good quality DRM service, whilst avoiding significant impact on
the continuing analogue service.The conclusion is that a satisfactory compromise
can be obtained when the DRM power level is around 14-16dBs below the
adjacent analogue signal.

In an ideal world it would also be possible to transmit both an analogue and a
digital signal within the same channel (9 or 10kHz) so that the analogue service
could be received, without interference from the digital signal, on any analogue
receiver. At the same time the digital service could be received in high quality audio
on a digital receiver. However, although promising proposals for a SCS option are
currently being evaluated, certain compromises will almost certainly need to be
made. Amongst these are likely to be a reduced digital service data rate, which will
adversely impact on audio quality, and a reduced service area compared to the
analogue service if interference to the analogue service is to be avoided. In the case
of the analogue service there is likely to be some impact on the background noise
level due to the presence of the digital signal, and the impact is likely to be
dependant on the design of the analogue receiver. Nevertheless, there is optimism
that most of these problems will be overcome, or significantly reduced, as a result
of the ongoing development work.
Even if single channel simulcast may prove a difficult goal to achieve, the other
options mentioned above, which require wider bandwidths, can already be
implemented.These options will still allow some reduction in transmission
equipment investment by allowing the use of the existing antenna and/or
transmitter that already carries the current analogue service.

4.3.5 Data applications potential

Fig. 4.3
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The DRM system provides for a number of data applications.These can range from
a simple low bit-rate text service, alongside the audio, to the use of the entire MSC
data capacity for multimedia type data services. In general the simple text
applications can be used to transmit programme associated data services, such as
news, sports or weather information services, alongside the main audio service.The
more complex multimedia types of service can include both text and pictures,
although the relatively low data rate, typically available from a DRM service, will
limit the quantity of data and the speed of update that are achievable. In reality it is
most likely that such a service would employ only a fraction of the MSC capacity, as
the majority of the MSC capacity is likely to continue to be used for audio services
for some time to come.This will typically allow only 2 to 4kb/s to be used for a
data service, if there is not to be a significantly adverse impact on the audio quality.
However ingenuity in designing suitable applications can still allow the delivery of
valuable services to the listener. In order to enable such applications to be run in
conjunction with external devices, such as palm tops, portable phones and PCs, an
open specification is being developed, in conjunction with WorldDAB, for a data
interface between DRM/DAB receivers and such external devices.

4.4 System Components

The SDC

4.4.1 Multiplex components

Once the information in the FAC has been resolved the receiver can start to
decode the information carried in the SDC. Amongst other things, the SDC
describes in detail how to decode the services contained in the MSC and also on
which other frequencies the same or related services may be carried, in which
region(s) and when they are available.The SDC data is interleaved to increase its
resistance to short term fading. It always uses less complex modulation than the
MSC in order to ensure that it can be decoded at a lower SNR than that required
for the MSC. So when the MSC uses 64QAM the SDC uses 16QAM and when the
MSC uses 16QAM the SDC uses 4QAM.

The DRM transmission system employs a multiplex to carry a number of different
signal components which together provide the information needed by the receiver
to synchronise to the signal, determine what signal parameters are being used and
then decode the services contained within the multiplex (audio and data).
To enable this process to be efficiently carried out by the receiver the transmitted
data is split into three main components.These components are the Fast Access
Channel (FAC), the Service Description Channel (SDC) and the Main Service
Channel (MSC).The DRM system employs a technique known as multi-level coding.
This means that these different multiplex components use different modulation in
order to ensure that the most critical components of the multiplex have a greater
resistance to adverse propagation than those less sensitive components.

The FAC
The FAC is the first component that the receiver must decode before proceeding
to decode the other two components in the multiplex. As this component carries
the most critical data it is always transmitted with the most robust modulation and
therefore uses 4QAM modulation. Because of the relatively low modulation
complexity the FAC is not time-interleaved, as are the SDC and MSC.This ensures
that the receiver takes the minimum time to acquire and decode this information
and that it is able to do this at a lower SNR than is required for the other two
components. Should decoding of the SDC and MSC fail, due to a signal fade for
example, the FAC will generally continue to ensure receiver synchronisation, thus
minimising the recovery time for the audio service after the end of a severe fade.
The entire FAC data is always contained within the 4.5 kHz kernel carrier group,
irrespective of the total bandwidth of the transmitted DRM signal.
The FAC carries information which tells the receiver about the bandwidth
occupancy of the entire DRM signal, what modulation is used for the SDC and
MSC, the interleaver length, how many services are contained within the MSC
and the name of the service(s).
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The MSC
The MSC contains the majority of the data capacity carried in a DRM signal.The
MSC can carry up to four separate services and each of these services may be
designated as a data or audio service.The MSC uses either 16QAM or 64QAM
modulation or, in hierarchical mode, part uses 64QAM and the remainder 16QAM.
Equal or unequal error protection may be applied to the MSC multiplex (that is the
same code rate may be applied to the whole MSC or a part may use one code rate
and the remainder a different code rate).Time interleaving is applied to the MSC
data in order to reduce the effects of short term fading and this is the same length
as for the SDC.

4.4.2 Source coding
The range of useable audio coding bit-rates, which can be supported, runs from 2
kilobits/sec (HVXC minimum) to approximately 34 kilobits/sec (the maximum
available for AAC using a 9 or 10kHz transmission channel) : for two-channel
operation (18 or 20kHz of spectrum) the capacity rises to a maximum of
approximately 74kB/s. HVXC and CELP encoders (with or without SBR) are used
for "speech only" applications.Within the useful range, the use of AAC or AAC+SBR
can provide excellent music and speech quality.
Extensive tests on these codecs at the sampling rates and resulting "bandwidths"
have determined that AAC and especially AAC with SBR produce a perceived audio
quality to listeners (using a 9 or 10 kHz transmission channel) that is effectively the
equivalent of monophonic FM. HVXC produces intelligible speech quality with bit
rates of 2 – 4 kilobits/sec. and CELP produces excellent speech quality using around
8 kilobits/sec.

4.4.2 Source coding cont...

4.4.3 Channel Modulation

SBR (Spectral Band Replication) is a special means of enhancing the perception of a
spectrally truncated low band audio signal (upper frequency cut-off around 6kHz)
by utilising, on a dynamic basis, the spectral content of the low band information to
simulate the missing higher band information.This requires an SBR "helper" signal of
about 2 kilobits/sec. and therefore does not seriously impact on a 20 to 25
kilobit/sec. AAC encoded signal.

The DRM system uses COFDM (Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex)
to transmit the data multiplex described above. COFDM use a combination of
techniques to combat the adverse effects of the propagation channels encountered
in the AM broadcast bands.

In concept, the technique is not complicated. Consider a violin as an example. A
string stimulated by a bow and the placement of a finger on the string produces a
fundamental frequency and a number of harmonics, which together characterise the
sound of a violin.These harmonics may extend to the highest frequencies audible by
the human ear – say up to between 15 and 20 kHz.
Within a 9 or 10 kHz transmission channel, the bit rate available for the AAC
encoding of the violin’s sound is only sufficient to cover the lower part of the audio
spectrum, for example no higher than 6 kHz.The 2kb/s SBR "helper" signal,
transmitted alongside the AAC signal, describes the shape of the original audio
spectrum extending above 6 kHz.The SBR decoder examines the restricted
bandwidth of the AAC signal on a dynamic basis and together with the SBR "helper"
signal infers what the "missing" higher audio frequency harmonics probably are.
These additional harmonics are then combined with the lower band signals.The
result is that the listener then hears the combined audio frequency range, which
now extends to 15 kHz, rather than just the AAC 6 kHz bandwidth.

OFDM uses a large number of equally spaced sub-carriers to carry the transmitted
data. Fig. 4.4 illustrates, in simplified form, the situation in both the frequency and
time domain for 5 adjacent sub-carriers. In the DRM system the number of these
sub-carriers varies from under a hundred to several hundred depending on Mode
and bandwidth occupancy.These sub-carriers are spaced in frequency (fu) such that
the useful duration of the symbols (tu) impressed on the carriers have a period
where 1/tu=fu.The result of this is that, if the receiver integration window time is
also tu, the spectrum of each modulated carrier will have zero energy on all the
other carrier centre frequencies; that is the carriers are orthogonal. However in
the real world a number of carriers are likely to be subject to selective fading due
to multi-path (i.e. the same signal reaches the receiver by more than one path but
with different delays, such as occurs with sky-wave propagation).This multi-path will
cause the same symbols in the signal to arrive at the receiver with different delays.
This causes inter-symbol interference, which reduces the signal to noise ratio of the
symbols, thus leading to signal receive errors.

A further significant enhancement to AAC coding, only available within the DRM
system, is that of SBR parametric stereo.This also uses a synthesis technique in the
audio decoder and enhances the AAC mono signal by adding to it a convincing
stereophonic ambience.This synthesis requires an additional 2kb/s "helper" signal
derived in the audio encoder from the original stereo signal. In the instance of a
parametric stereo AAC+SBR audio signal, approximately 4kb/s is therefore required
to implement both audio bandwidth enhancement and stereo.The two SBR options,
when combined with AAC coding, provide remarkable audio quality within an
aggregate bit rate as low as 20kb/s.

Fig. 4.4
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This problem, of delay spread, is significantly reduced by the addition of a Guard
Interval of length tg to the symbol, making the overall symbol length ts.The way in
which this mitigates the effects of multi-path is illustrated in Fig. 4.5.This shows
what happens when a first arrival signal (represented by the successive symbols n-1,
n and n+1 in the top line) is combined with a delayed version of the signal
(represented in the second line).The integration period (tu) will include
contributions from the first arriving signal (upper) and the later signal (lower).
Because the symbol value is the same in the guard interval as in the main part of
the symbol the result will be constructive in the integration period and inter-symbol
interference will not occur. Should the delay of the later arriving signal increase,
there will eventually be a point at which a contribution from the (n-1)th symbol will
encroach into the integration period and inter-symbol interference will result.To
avoid such interference it is clear that the maximum time difference between the
first arriving and last arriving signals (i.e. the delay spread) must be less than the
guard interval. In the DRM system the guard interval can be increased in the more
robust modes to provide increased immunity to the signal multi-path caused by skywave propagation.The length increases progressively between Mode A and the most
robust Mode D (from 10% of the total symbol period to ~44%, 2.66mS to 7.33mS).

Fig. 4.5
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Because of adverse propagation effects it will be impossible to correctly demodulate
some of the sub-carriers for short periods. If the DRM multiplex data bits were
applied to the sub-carriers in a simple consecutive order, such effects would mean
that a sequence of consecutive bits in the multiplex would be received with errors
and this would cause frequent audio drop-outs.To prevent this effect the data bits
are applied to the sub-carriers in a defined but re-ordered sequence so that
consecutive data bits are spread in time and frequency. Consequently these
scattered bits, received with errors due to adverse propagation, can be re-ordered
in the receiver and then corrected, as a result of the additional error correcting bits
added to the data before its transmission (often described as forward error
correction, FEC).
The DRM system uses coherent demodulation.To satisfactorily demodulate the
sub-carriers the channel response for each of them must be determined and
equalisation applied to them.To enable this equalisation process to be successfully
accomplished, a number of reference pilot cells are scattered throughout the
OFDM modulation sequence.These reference cells use specified sub-carriers (i.e
defined frequencies) with defined amplitude and phase characteristics and occur in
a known sequence.To improve the accuracy further, these pilot cells have their
signal level boosted to increase their signal to noise ratio compared to the other
data cells. Because the scattered pilot cell sequence is predetermined, the
demodulator can be programmed to recognise the sequence and thus it also
provides one method for achieving receiver synchronisation.These pilot cells
comprise a mixture of gain and frequency reference cells. For the more robust
DRM Modes the proportion of these scattered pilot cells is increased to assure
accurate demodulation in more difficult propagation channels.The diagram in
Fig. 4.6 illustrates how frequency and gain reference cells are scattered in
frequency and time in a portion of the repeating sequence of a DRM Mode D,
OFDM transmission.

the distances between the ionospheric layers represent a larger proportion of the
total path length.The several reflections can also have similar energy levels.This
gives rise to significant values of Doppler spread.To counter the effects of Doppler
shift and Doppler spread the frequency separation between the OFDM carriers in
the DRM signal is progressively increased (e.g. the carrier spacing in Mode D is
more than 2.5 times that in Mode A).This ensures that the frequency spread
experienced is kept to a sufficiently small fraction of the carrier spacing to allow
correct demodulation.
Fig 4.6

4.5 System applications
As has been previously mentioned the DRM signal Mode can be chosen to best
counter the adverse effects of the propagation channel whilst attaining the highest
possible data rate that is possible within that channel. Apart from noise and delay
spread, the other main effect that the DRM signal must counter is Doppler spread.
Doppler causes a frequency shift at the receiver, from the original emitted
frequency, when the source and receiver have a relative velocity with respect to
each other. If the relative velocity is constant there is a constant Doppler shift but if
the relative velocity is varying the Doppler shift will vary. If there are several paths
between an emitter and a receiver, and the relative velocities seen at the receiver
are different for each path, then there will be a spread of Doppler shifts. In the case
of sky-wave propagation Doppler shifts are caused by the ionospheric reflecting
layers constantly moving, so that the propagation path lengths are varying
dynamically. If reflections are reaching the receiver from more than one
ionospheric layer then the Doppler shifts for each path are likely to be different
and this will cause Doppler spread.The receiver may also be moving, if it is
mounted in a vehicle, and this will cause Doppler shift.
For ground-wave propagation, the primary incidence of Doppler shift is during
mobile reception. As little reflection occurs at these low frequencies, it is simply
due to the velocity of the receiver with respect to the transmitter and normally
only Doppler shift will be observed. Provided the velocity is sufficiently low this shift
can be corrected for in the receiver. At very high velocities (several hundred km/h)
however, there is sufficient loss of orthogonality of the OFDM carriers that the
system will ultimately fail.The maximum velocity will depend on the DRM
transmission Mode. For ionospheric propagation, the most severe Doppler spread
is observed in the case of Near Vertical Incidence Sky-wave (NVIS) propagation.
Because the path lengths between transmitter and receiver are quite short for NVIS
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4.5.1 Single and Multi Frequency Networks
The DRM system is capable of supporting Single Frequency Network (SFN)
operation.This is the case where a number of transmitters transmit, on the same
frequency, identical DRM signals. Generally these transmitters are arranged to have
overlapping coverage areas.Within areas of overlapping coverage a receiver will
thus receive signals from more than one transmitter. Provided these signal arrive at
the receiver within a time difference of less than the guard interval, they will
provide positive signal reinforcement.Thus the service coverage will be improved
at that location, compared to that obtained if there were only a single transmitter
providing service at that location. By careful design, and using a number of
transmitters in a SFN, a region or country may be completely covered using a
single frequency, rather than a number of different frequencies, thus improving
spectrum efficiency.
Where use of a SFN may be impractical for some reason, a Multi-Frequency
Network (MFN) may be employed. In this case the transmitted DRM signals are
identical but the frequency used for each transmitter is different.The DRM signal
provides a short period during which no MSC data is transmitted.This is not
audible to the listener as the data is retimed in the receiver to ensure continuous
data arrives at the audio decoder. However this period provides a short time
interval, during which the receiver may tune to an alternate frequency carrying the
same programme, in order to determine its signal quality. If the quality on the
alternate frequency is better, the receiver can stay on that frequency, if not it can
return to the original frequency. However this operation will only work seamlessly
if the signals on the alternate frequencies are accurately synchronised at the
receiver.Where a receiver is equipped with dual signal decoding chains, it may
compare two or more signals on a continuous basis or even combine the signals to

provide a significant improvement through frequency and propagation path diversity.

4.5.2 Alternative Frequency Switching
Alternative Frequency Switching forms an integral part of the mechanism allowing
the use of MFNs.The AF list is transmitted in the SDC part of the DRM multiplex
and provides the receiver with a list of frequencies carrying the same programme
or associated programmes.The AF list can also provide information on non-DRM
services, such as analogue AM, FM and DAB multiplexes which carry the same or
associated programme. Depending on the coverage of the receiver, it may thus be
able to switch to or from these other types of transmissions and the DRM
service(s). An example might be a metropolitan FM service, carrying RDS, which
refers to a DRM frequency. Outside the metropolitan area the coverage might be
extended by using one or more DRM MW transmitters so that a vehicle mounted
receiver would switch from the FM service to the DRM service as it moved out of
the FM coverage area.The reverse process would apply on returning to the
metropolitan area. Another similar application might be an international SW service
transmitted from outside a country, but where a local relay was provided in the
capital city of that country, using an FM frequency.
In the case of the AFS function of a DRM service, it is possible not only to transmit
information about current frequencies carrying the same programme but also other
frequencies, which will carry the same service at other times of day or in other
regions of the world.This can be particularly useful for SW services, where different
frequencies are required to provide service to a region at different times of day, due
to diurnal propagation variations, or to different regions, because of differing
propagation paths. In these cases the receiver can be equipped with data storage
to ensure that the listener can select a programme service by name and allow the
receiver to select the optimum frequency for that region and time of day.

4.5.3 Multiplex Distribution Interface (MDI)
Digital audio coding has been in use within broadcast organisations for a number of
years. Most broadcasters have experiences of multiple tandem coding and the
problems that this incurs in reducing the overall quality of the audio, after it has
been through this process. Most digital audio compression systems work by
endeavouring to remove information inaudible to the human hearing mechanism.
This removed information is masked by higher-level sounds, which are closely
related in frequency to the removed information. However, this is an inherently
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lossy process. Each time the audio is encoded and decoded there is a danger that
artefacts, introduced by a previous codec in a chain, are seen as wanted
components for a later codec in the chain.This can lead to the artefacts being
coded in preference to the real audio information.This progressively leads to
worsening quality as the audio proceeds through the codec chain.
In many cases broadcasters use audio coding for programme acquisition (via ISDN,
Internet etc.), then audio coding in their digital editing systems, and finally they
recode again, to save data bandwidth, for distribution to one or more transmitters.
It is quite possible that each of these coding processes will use different data rates
and, often, different audio coding algorithms. Presently this signal would generally
then be transmitted to listeners in analogue form via AM or FM transmitters.
However, when a DRM transmission is introduced at the end of this chain there will
be an additional audio coding process. Experience has shown that multiple coding,
in front of a DRM transmission, can seriously compromise the audio quality that the
listener receives.The MDI specification is designed to encourage broadcasters to
encode DRM transmissions at the earliest point in this chain, where the quality will
be highest; for example at the studio centre, rather than at the transmitter site.This
ensures that there are no further coding processes before the audio arrives at the
receiver.The MDI specification provides additional advantages in terms of efficiently
packaging together with the audio, all the data that is needed for a DRM
transmission.
Although the broadcaster is strongly advised to locate the audio encoder for DRM
services at the studio, for the reasons above, there is always a choice as to where
the DRM multiplex may be generated.This could either be at the transmitter site, in
which case the existing programme distribution system would likely be used to feed
the audio signal(s) to the encoder(s) and multiplexer, or at the studio or
programme originating centre. In the first example there will be additional
information required for the operation of the multiplexer, which would not typically
be required for an analogue, AM service.This information relates to the choice of
audio coding (AAC, CELP, HVXC, and SBR), audio data rate, AFS list, transmission
Mode (A, B, C, D), modulation (e.g.16 or 64QAM) and transmission bandwidth etc.
This must be provided to the multiplexer and encoder to ensure that the correct
parameters are used for a particular transmission.This will be particularly relevant
to SW transmissions, as it is possible that fixed parameters might be used for a
MW or LW transmission.

4.5.3 Multiplex Distribution Interface (MDI) cont...
In the second case the encoder(s) and multiplexer (sometimes called a content
server) will be located at the studio or programme origination centre, some
distance from the transmitter. In this case, there will usually be a terrestrial
communications circuit or satellite link connecting the studio to the transmitter.To
enable both the audio and data services, together with the associated transmission
parameter data, to be combined into one transmission feed, DRM has specified a
standardised and efficient method for combining all this data into a single multiplex;
the MDI (Multiplex Distribution Interface – ETSI TS102 820v0.0.2d) using a
standardised protocol; the DCP (Distribution and Communications Protocol –
ETSI TS102821v0.0.2e).The advantage of this is that the DRM audio can be
encoded, using the highest quality source available, and any intermediate coding is
avoided, such as, for example, where the studio to transmitter link might use
another form of digital audio compression like MPEG2 LayerII. Experience has
shown that such multiple coding/decoding can adversely impact on the quality of
the transmitted audio and should be avoided wherever possible. For the case of a
9 or 10 kHz bandwidth DRM transmission (i.e. MSC data rate ~30kb/s or less) all
of the MSC, SDC and FAC, together with the transmission control parameters, can
be contained within less than 64kb/s of data capacity.The transmission control data
allows the DRM exciter parameters at the transmitter to be remotely controlled,
so that the transmission Mode, modulation etc. can be set at the studio centre,
without intervention at the transmitter site.

•

Copyright, which includes literary and artistic works such as novels, poems and
plays, films, musical works, artistic works such as drawings, paintings,
photographs and sculptures, and architectural designs. Rights related to
copyright include those of performing artists in their performances, producers
of phonograms in their recordings, and those of broadcasters in their radio and
television programs."

Numerous other definitions exist, although many are flawed through the inclusion of
some notion of commercial value, or confusion with the means of protection. The
following examples may fall within one or both of the two categories of Intellectual
Property (IP)
•

An idea

•

Invention

•

Expression or literary creation

•

Unique name

•

Business method

•

Industrial process

•

Chemical formula

•

Computer program process

•

Trade-mark

4.6 Intellectual Property

4.6.2 IP and the DRM Consortium

4.6.1 Background to IPR

DRM’s policies and requirements relating to the creation, use and exploitation of IP
are set out in the Consortium Agreement (CA), which all members are required to
sign upon joining. In the CA in force through to March 04, most of the provisions
relating to IP are set out in clause 17, together with Annexes 3 and 9. A revised
CA is under consideration, so some references may change.

The following definition is used by the World Intellectual Property Organisation:
"Intellectual property refers to creations of the mind: inventions, literary and artistic works,
and symbols, names, images, and designs used in commerce.
Intellectual property is divided into two categories:
•

Industrial property, which includes inventions (patents), trademarks, industrial
designs, and geographic indications of source; and
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In the context of Members (organisations) working together within a consortium to
achieve a common goal, certain broad principles are set out in order to encourage
collaboration, whilst ensuring fair play and appropriate protection of each
member’s interests.

From a practical standpoint, there are two important classes of IP which have a
long-term impact on DRM:
Essential patents relating to the DRM standard, i.e. patents which are
necessarily infringed when implementing the system (hardware or software which is
processing DRM signals:Transmitters, receivers etc).
The DRM trademark (see Fig. 4.5), which is already registered in Switzerland and
pending registration in a number of other important territories, including the
European Community, the USA,Taiwan, Canada, China, South Korea, the Russian
Federation, Singapore and the Ukraine.

4.6.3 Ownership and protection of DRM IP
Both DRM Members and non-members own DRM essential patents. DRM required
all Members holding essential IP to use reasonable endeavours to form a patentpool.The DRM patent pools (one relating to MPEG 4 audio, and one for everything
else) were formed in 2003. Each patent pool in turn is charged with agreeing and
putting in place a licensing regime for the exploitation of the patents on fair,
reasonable and non-discriminatory terms. In practice, the licensing of DRM IP is
undertaken by a Licensing Administrator acting on behalf of the patent pool: for
DRM this function is currently being undertaken by VIA Licensing: see
www.vialicensing.com
The DRM trademark (logo) is owned by the DRM Association on behalf of its
members. It is being protected through the process of trademark registration in
target territories. Separately, it is also protected by copyright law and, in some
territories, by laws prohibiting unfair competition.

There are a number of logo variants, comprising the basic logo plus a single word:
Test - denotes that any equipment to which this mark is applied has been
developed & released prior to every aspect of the standard being finalised:
Member - used by a DRM Member to denote membership, and to distinguish
between this use and the use of the "basic" logo on official DRM business (or on
behalf of the consortium).
Supporter - used by DRM supporters to denote their participation in the DRM
supporter’s programme.
All trademark use requires a formal licensing agreement to be signed and this is
available, on request, from the DRM Project Office.

4.6.4 Marketing of DRM products
The DRM Steering Board has adopted a policy for the use of the trademark (Fig.
4.5) on consumer products, especially radios. It was previously decided that the
branding of goods sold to consumers must avoid potential confusion by use of
terms such as "DRM Radio" as a sole or primary descriptor. It is highly probable
that in many markets, DRM will be just one of several technologies bundled
together, in an item of consumer equipment, to form an attractive "whole".
Examples might include radios which support AM, FM, RDS, DAB and DRM, which
will be marked as "Digital Radio": any reference to DRM will be reserved either to
denote functionality (as with "Intel Inside"), or compliance with some minimum
performance requirement set by broadcasters and manufacturers. Thus the logo,
whilst potentially performing an important shorthand or quality assurance role, will
only be displayed alongside other branding on the packaging and/or product itself.
The DRM Association, as owner of the DRM trademark, will be responsible for
setting the terms and conditions for use of the logo on DRM products. The details
of this licensing regime have yet to be finalised, but a system will be in place in time
for the launch of mass-market consumer products (Q4 2004).

Fig 4.5
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4.6.5 Impact on Broadcasters
4.6.5.1 Patent Royalties
Broadcasters, unless they are also manufacturers and/or essential patent owners,
should not have any direct contact with DRM Patent/licensing issues.
Unless there is a radical change in policy, Patent royalties will be paid by
manufacturers of DRM equipment, usually when the goods leave the factory. In
the case of consumer receivers, the public ultimately ends up paying for receiver
royalties (which are included within the wholesale price).The situation is similar for
professional transmission equipment, in that the broadcaster ultimately pays through
the purchase of DRM equipment.
The DRM Consortium has from the start sought to ensure that no "running
royalties" are imposed on broadcasting, (i.e. charging royalties for use of the system
according to hours transmitted or similar).The DRM Project Office should be
notified of any attempt to impose such a regime on a broadcaster or transmission
operator.

4.6.5.2 Trade Mark
Broadcasters may apply to use the DRM logo, as described in 4.6.3 above.
More importantly, it is in all broadcasters’ interests to ensure that receivers:•

Are fully compatible with and support the broadcaster’s use of the system

•

Perform to an adequate specification, which ensures that they comply (as a
minimum) with the planning assumptions used in determining coverage
(protection ratios, sensitivity etc).
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Additionally, some consumer products have previously been marketed that may
perform satisfactorily from a purely technical perspective, but are so counterintuitive to operate, or baffling in terms of controls and interfaces, that users
become frustrated with them. The scope of any Trade marking regime, which
includes a "performance" element, may therefore address simple ergonomics as
well as more conventional measures of performance.
Links to further information are provided in section 7.4.
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5

Broadcast Infrastructure
This chapter begins by detailing the way in which the DRM signal is generated and distributed to the
transmitter(s). It continues by outlining methods for adapting existing analogue AM transmitters to provide
DRM transmissions and considers the performance requirements for the attached antennas and matching
networks. It concludes by showing how the signal, including both audio and data components, can be used by
the receiver to enhance the listener’s experience, over that of current analogue AM broadcasts.
Propagation and service planning aspects of the signal after it leaves the transmitter antenna
and up to its arrival at the receiver antenna are, however, dealt with in the next section
together with the monitoring of the transmitted signals to ensure that they achieve
the desired level of service in the target area.

5.1 Programme distribution
This section provides more detail on the way in which the various protocols and
interfaces described link together.This enables the audio and control signals,
required by the DRM receiver, to be packaged together in an efficient way,
at the studio or control centre, and sent to the DRM transmitter(s).

5.1.1 Service Distribution Interface
The SDI connects the Service Component Encoder (SCE), that encodes the audio
and /or data provided by a studio, to the DRM multiplexer, using Distribution &
Communications Protocol (DCP).There can be up to four Service Component
Encoders feeding into the multiplexer simultaneously, providing encoded audio or
data information. Additionally SDI/DCP protocol is used to control configurations
of both Multiplexer and SCEs from remote sources, such as studios or remote
monitoring receivers.
The SDI /DCP protocol has the following characteristics:
•

A flexible TAG Layer is provided, that can carry virtually all kinds of information
(e.g. data and commands) in a form easily identifiable and decomposable by the
device that receives the information.

•

The Application Framing (AF) Layer allows all the TAGs, belonging to one logical
information unit, to be combined into one packet, with the addition of revision
and content information and a continuity index.

•

The Protection, Fragmentation and Transport (PFT) Layer has the power to split
large AF Packets into smaller packets while optionally supporting Forward Error
Correction mechanisms to guard against packet losses and packet-internal bit
errors.

•

Several basic transport layers are defined to provide the actual transport
capabilities. Supported transport mechanisms are, for example UDP/IP, serial
lines and FILE (including File Framing Layer; for test, archiving, offline transport.)

•

Bi-directional synchronous and asynchronous data streams are supported.

•

Distribution is possible over a variety of data transport mechanisms e.g.
Satellite,WAN, LAN and ISDN.
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Use of this protocol provides the flexibility of being able to place the SCEs at the
audio source and therefore minimises audio degradation, due to possible transcoding artefacts.The multiplexing and audio encoding are based around frames of
400mS duration, therefore placement of the encoders at a distance from the
multiplexer requires that they are connected to a time synchronisation reference,
such as GPS, to meet the requirement for long term stability of the 400mS framing.
At the present time there are no separate Service Component Encoders on the
market.The detailed protocol for this interface has yet to be finalised. DRM
Content Servers are available, which combine both SCEs and multiplexer in a
single 19" 4U rack-mount server system.

5.1.2 Multiplex Distribution Interface
The MDI connects the DRM multiplexer to DRM modulator(s) at the transmission
site(s). Using DCP protocol, as used with the SDI, it transports the DRM multiplex,
together with additional control information, to the DRM modulator.
The data is sent asynchronously in packets.Therefore a large variety of basic
transport mechanisms may be used, such as UDP/IP, serial lines, Satellite,WAN,
LAN, and ISDN. As the multiplex is based upon a 400mS DRM frame and the
transmission of data is effected asynchronously, both the DRM multiplexer and
modulator must possess their own source of time synchronisation (GPS or
Network Time Protocol (NTP)), to ensure the long-term stability of this framing.
The MDI stream is comprised of the following information:
•

DRM Multiplex, consisting of MSC, FAC, SDC

•

All information necessary to run the DRM modulator with the correct settings
(robustness Mode, time stamps for SFN etc.)

•

Optional proprietary information

The MDI stream is a very efficient means of transferring encoded audio in terms of
bandwidth usage, whilst retaining the original quality of the programme. By
placement of the encoders and multiplexer at the studio the audio can be encoded
directly, using the efficient MPEG 4 coding system, eliminating degradation through

trans-coding.With additional protection and control information the MDI bit rate is
only about 20-25% higher than the encoded audio bit rate, with the result that a
typical MDI stream is about 27kb/s for a standard SW channel and about 35kb/s for
a typical MW service. A single 64kb/s distribution channel would therefore be
adequate for most of the DRM system combinations, thereby saving on costly
distribution bandwidth. However, where a number of separate DRM services are
sent to one or more common sites, using a multiplexed system, it may be advisable
to use distribution channels, which can be incremented in smaller steps than 64kb/s,
in order to attain the highest capacity efficiency.

Adjustment of the time delay is necessary for optimising an SFN or an MFN
network. In both cases the signals need to arrive with time coincidence in the
target area. In the case of an SFN the transmitted signals must be timed accurately
to arrive at the reception point within the guard interval, otherwise the signals will
mutually interfere instead of providing reinforcement. In the case of an MFN, time
coincidence is needed if the receiver is to retune to the alternative frequency
without an interruption to the audio or if diversity reception is to be employed. As
the MCI includes information to identify individual modulators each DRM
modulators’ time delay can be correctly adjusted.

A further benefit of this method of distribution is that it is possible to send the
same MDI stream to any number of modulators.The benefit is that only one DRM
Content Server needs to be purchased; however the disadvantage is that each
modulator has to transmit the same audio programme using the same Mode.

5.1.4 Network Synchronisation

For broadcasters wishing to retain their present audio programme distribution
network, placement of the Content Server at the transmitter site is acceptable.
However, to retain the superior audio quality of the DRM system requires that the
programme be distributed at the highest possible bit rate in order to minimise
tandem-coding artefacts.

5.1.3 Modulator Control Interface
Remote control of the modulator is achieved using the Modulator Control Interface
(MCI).This control information is included in the MDI stream using the DCP protocol.
The MCI controls the following functions:
•

Transmitter frequency: in 1Hz steps

•

Transmitter frequency offset: in 0.1Hz steps

•

Transmitter power: in 0.01dB steps

•

Time delay of transmitted DRM signal: in 1mS steps

The benefit to broadcasters is that remote control of output power gives the
possibility of making savings in power consumption.This will be achieved by
incorporating it in an automatic feedback system that monitors off-air reception
within the coverage area (currently being evaluated under the EC QoSAM project).
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A major benefit of the DRM system is its ability to cope with multi-path
propagation, which has been a continued source of irritation for short-wave and
medium-wave listeners from the start of broadcasting. Multi-path is eliminated,
except in the most severe cases, by employing COFDM (Coded Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing) with an appropriate guard interval. COFDM signals
lend themselves to being used in Single Frequency Networks (SFNs), as a delayed
signal from a co-channel transmitter can be considered to be a particular case of
fixed multi path propagation. The benefits of SFNs to broadcasters are the efficient
use of frequency spectrum, by using a single frequency to cover large areas using a
network of lower powered transmitters.This creates reliable coverage, with
seamless reception in areas where overlaps of individual coverage areas occur.
Creation of a SFN on SW, MW or LW could be achieved using a single DRM
Content Server at a broadcasters studio; distribution of the MDI stream to the
network of transmitters could be over satellite or land line. Each transmitter would
need a DRM modulator that can be assigned an individual identifier for adjusting
time delay. The network needs to be set up so that the DRM multiplex from each
modulator is transmitted so that it is received at precisely the same time in the
target zone.This is achieved through timestamps embedded in the MDI protocol
with each modulator capable of buffering at least 10 seconds of MDI data stream.
The DRM Content Server and each DRM modulator require GPS timestamp
information, or an equivalent time reference.Without this synchronisation the
received signals would be insufficiently time coincident.This would cause the delay
spread to violate the guard interval, causing inter-symbol interference, and audio
dropouts would result. Additionally inputs of 1Pulse/second (1PPS) and 10MHz are
required at the DRM modulator to provide long term RF stability.

5.2 Transmitters
One of the requirements, originally set for the DRM system, was that it should
allow broadcasters to adapt existing analogue transmission plant so that it could be
used for both digital and analogue transmissions.This facility would allow the
broadcaster to maximise the investment in existing transmission plant and minimise
the investment needed to introduce DRM services. Achievement of this goal has
enabled broadcasters to introduce DRM transmissions earlier than they might
otherwise have been able to do. Migration to DRM services can now be
accomplished over a number of years with transmission plant, determined to be
unsuitable for modification, being upgraded at the normal point in the replacement
life cycle. This section explains the ways in which the suitability of transmitters for
conversion may be determined, and the means by which they can be adapted for
DRM transmission.

Another factor, that has to be borne in mind for a DRM amplifier, is the peak to
mean ratio of the DRM signal. The power level of a DRM signal is generally stated
in terms of its mean or average value; however the variation in instantaneous peak
amplitude of the carriers can cause this value to be exceeded by a significant
amount. Typically, a DRM signal has a peak to mean ratio of 10dB, thus an amplifier
producing a signal having an average power of 10kW must have a peak power
capability of 100kW.

5.2.1 Overview
The next stage in the chain of delivery is the transmitter. The fundamental
requirement is that the transmitter functions as a linear amplifier and this section
shows how linear amplification can be achieved with existing AM broadcast
transmitter designs.

5.2.2 The DRM Signal
As has been described in the previous section, the DRM signal from the OFDM
modulator takes the form of a group of equally spaced carriers, with the digital
information being modulated onto the carriers in terms of phase and amplitude.
This signal is termed an I/Q signal, as it is complex, and contains In-phase and
Quadrature components. In raising the level of this signal to the power required
for broadcast transmission it is imperative that the correct phase and amplitude
relationship of the "I" and "Q" components is maintained. In other words, the DRM
signal must not be distorted in the power amplification process. If the signal is
distorted, errors will be introduced and the Bit Error Rate (BER) may well fall to
unacceptable levels and the DRM signal rendered unusable. To avoid distortion, the
power amplifier must therefore have a linear transfer function such that the output
signal is an exact replica of the input but at a higher power level.
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Fig 5.1

5.2.3 Linear & Non-Linear Amplifiers
5.2.3.1 Introduction
The ideal transfer characteristic of a power amplifier for DRM is shown graphically
in Fig. 5.1. As can be seen, in the ideal situation, the output signal is simply a scaled
replica of the input at all points of the transfer characteristic, the scaling factor
being of course, the power gain of the amplifier. In a practical amplifier, a point is
reached where gain compression occurs and the transfer characteristic takes the
form shown by the dotted line. It is important therefore to ensure that the
amplifier is operated on the linear portion of its characteristic.

While it is possible to construct a linear amplifier to provide the power level
required for broadcast transmission, the energy conversion efficiency is very poor,
typically somewhere between 20 – 30%; significant cooling will be required and
operating costs will be high.
Although some earlier low power transmitters were configured as linear amplifiers,
high power AM transmitters invariably use a non-linear technique to achieve high
conversion efficiency. In a valve (electronic tube) transmitter, the final amplifier valve
will have a resonant circuit connected to the anode (plate). The grid bias voltage is
chosen such that the valve conducts over a limited range of the RF cycle and
effectively delivers energy to the anode circuit as a series of pulses. This sets up
oscillatory currents in the anode resonant circuit and RF power is coupled from this
circuit to the antenna. With the use of modern high power valve technology and
efficient cooling systems, very high output power can be achieved for relatively low
drive power with high conversion efficiency. Solid-state modular MF/LF transmitters
use a switching technique to achieve high conversion efficiency, typically between 70
and 80%. The output stage of each power amplifier module uses MOSFET
transistors as switches arranged in an "H Bridge" arrangement. RF power is taken
from a transformer connected between the mid-points of each arm. In operation,
diagonally opposite transistors are sequentially switched at carrier frequency rate to
produce alternate current reversals in the output transformer primary. In this way
significant RF power levels can be generated at high conversion efficiency.

Fig 5.2
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5.2.3.2 Using Non-Linear Amplifiers for DRM
Non-linear amplifiers cannot therefore be used directly for DRM signals. However a
technique exists where a modulated non-linear amplifier can be driven with suitable
RF and base-band signals derived from the original low level complex I/Q signal,
such that the component signals combine in the modulated final amplifier to form a
high level replica of the original signal. The overall effect is that the modulated
amplifier functions as a linear amplifier even though the amplifier itself continues to
work in a non-linear manner. A generic arrangement of the system is shown in Fig.
5.2. Although a modular solid-state MF/LF transmitter does not have a separate
modulated amplifier as such, the functionality is identical.
The two signals derived from the basic DRM I/Q signal are termed the RF Phase (RFP)
and Amplitude (A). The processing to derive these signals is contained within the DRM
Modulator and generally the modulator will provide both I/Q and A/RFP outputs.
For this technique to work correctly there are a number of requirements that must
be satisfied by the transmitter. Firstly, there must be a direct (DC) connection
between the modulator and the final amplifier. Unfortunately this means that the
A/RFP technique cannot be used with transmitters having Class B transformer
coupled modulators. Secondly, the bandwidth of the audio path in the transmitter
needs to be significantly greater than that required for normal AM working.
Typically, the audio path bandwidth should be at least three times the bandwidth of
the wanted DRM signal. Besides that the sampling frequency of solid-state Pulse
Step or Pulse Duration Modulators (PDM/PSM) must be more than twice this
frequency limit to meet Nyquist criteria. Any bandwidth limiting filters in the audio
path must be removed and the modulator output filter will need to be modified to
achieve the required bandwidth. In modifying the filter response it is important to
ensure that a substantially flat group delay characteristic is maintained over the
pass-band. The predicted response of a practical PSM/PDM output filter modified
for A/RFP working is shown in Fig. 5.3.(overleaf)

dbv@VOUT / dB

Group delay @ VOUT / Secs

5.2.3.2 Using Non-Linear Amplifiers for DRM cont...

Fig 5.3

The filter configuration is a 5 pole network derived from the original filter provided
as part of the PSM modulator of a particular HF transmitter.The actual measured
audio response of the above filter is shown in Fig. 5.4.

In modifying filters there are two points to bear in mind. Firstly, in some solid-state
modulator designs the modulator output is slightly inductive and this will need to
be taken into account when designing the filter. Secondly, the final amplifier valve
provides the load for the filter. It is important to remember that although this is
predominantly resistive, the transmitter RF output circuit will provide some shunt
capacitance. Depending on output circuit configuration, the shunt capacitance
existing at some tuning settings may be significant and need to be taken into
account in the filter design.
Current designs of HF transmitter use a tetrode valve as the modulated amplifier.
It is important to remember that, in order to achieve linear modulation to 100%
with a tetrode, it is necessary to apply modulation to the screen grid electrode. This
is usually done by applying a fraction of the modulating signal to the screen grid, or
by allowing the screen grid to "self modulate", by including an inductance in the
screen grid circuit. The audio component in the screen grid current develops an AC
voltage across the inductor and this AC voltage serves to modulate the screen.
It is also necessary to decouple the screen grid, so that it is at RF ground potential,
for proper operation of the amplifier. In some transmitter designs the value of
decoupling capacitance used may be sufficiently high to become significant at the
higher frequencies now required to be handled in the amplitude path. This can
degrade the response at the upper end of the pass band. It may therefore be
necessary to reduce the value of the screen decoupling capacitor, but this must be
done with great care in order not to disturb the RF performance of the amplifier.
The decoupling capacitor is often an integral part of the final amplifier valve socket
made in the form of an annular ring of dielectric film, with electrodes deposited on
each side of the ring. One possible technique is to add a second ring – this
effectively halves the decoupling capacitance.
Even when all of the above points have been taken into account, it may not always
be possible to directly achieve the required bandwidth and group delay response
from the transmitter. In this situation some degree of pre-correction may be
needed. DRM Modulators now include some form of pre-correction. In some
implementations, the pre-correction is user-adjustable and is set on test to give the
best response, in others, the pre-correction is set at the factory and detailed
response measurements of the transmitter are taken and provided to the DRM
Modulator supplier, who sets the pre-correction. The modulator supplier may also
offer a technical survey facility, where they will visit the transmitter site and make

Fig 5.4
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the necessary measurements to establish the pre-correction needed. For frequency
agile HF transmitters, it will generally be necessary to use some form of dynamic
phase equalisation in order to retain the correct phase relationship between the
A and RFP signals as the transmitter switches between the various broadcast
bands. Dynamic phase equalisation is generally provided as an option with a
DRM Modulator.
Although the foregoing has discussed the technique for obtaining linear amplification
from non-linear amplifiers in terms of HF valve transmitters, it must be emphasised
that the same technique can be used with modular solid-state MF/LF transmitters.
These can be fed with A and RFP signals to produce a high level replica of the
original I/Q signal at the output.The same requirements in respect of phase
equalisation, group delay and amplitude response apply. Some designs of MF/LF
transmitters employ a form of PSM or PDM and it is important that the
implemented sampling frequency is high enough in order to meet the
bandwidth requirement.

5.2.4 Out of band Power
All transmitters, whether AM or DRM, will generate some power outside of the
bandwidth needed for transmission of the required signal. In order to avoid undue
interference to adjacent channels, the ITU has laid down recommendations (ITU-R
SM. 328) in the form of a spectrum mask within which the out of band power
spectrum of AM transmitters must be confined. A similar shaped spectrum mask
will be applied to DRM transmissions, although the intercepts for the DRM mask
are not yet finally agreed. In the meantime, the AM spectrum mask is used for
DRM transmissions.
A problem with the A and RFP technique is that if the bandwidth, group delay and
phase equalisation are not within the minimum performance specified above (see
section 5.2.3.2), while the DRM signal itself may not be directly degraded, a
significant level of out of band power is produced at the transmitter output.

5.2.3.3 Using Linear Amplifiers
Notwithstanding the comments made in section 5.2.3.2 above, it is worth noting
that some HF transmitter designs implemented broadcast SSB working by changing
the operating conditions of the final stage so that it functions as a linear amplifier.
It thus so may be used for DRM transmissions. However, as the cooling system is
generally sized for high-efficiency non-linear operation, available power output is
reduced in linear working. As an example, the peak power capability of one
example of a 500kW PDM transmitter, when operating as a linear amplifier, is
reduced to about 300kW.Thus the maximum average DRM signal power available is
about 30kW. On the other hand, another example of a PDM transmitter designed
for 100kW, is also capable of 30kW average DRM signal power.The relevant figure
must always be checked with the transmitter manufacturer.
A number of current DRM services use transmitters working as linear amplifiers.
Essentially the transmitter RF input is driven by the I/Q signal from the DRM
Modulator at the required centre frequency. Some linearity correction has been
found to be necessary and existing correctors provided for SSB working have been
used successfully.
Fig 5.5
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5.2.4 Out of band Power cont...

5.2.6 Antenna Systems

The plot in Fig. 5.5 shows the spectrum obtained from an example of a MF
transmitter (i.e. not the previous example) using the A and RFP technique with a
9kHz DRM signal. The out of band power either side of the wanted DRM signal is
clearly seen. Although the spectrum mask is not superimposed on the plot, the AM
requirement is that the out of band power (OOB) is to be –35dBc at 0.7 of the
necessary bandwidth and that it should fall to –60dBc at 2.98 times the necessary
bandwidth, with a slope of 12dB per octave. In the illustration it can be seen that
the level of OOB power has fallen to below –60dBc within the required bandwidth,
thus ensuring that this transmitter is compliant with the described spectrum mask.

The final link in the DRM chain of delivery, that is under the broadcaster’s control,
is the antenna system and in this section the principal characteristics of both HF
and MF/LF antenna systems are considered and their implications for DRM
discussed. The primary concern is that of bandwidth. For LF/MF antennas, adequate
bandwidth will be particularly important where 18 or 20kHz DRM signals are to be
radiated or where analogue 9/10kHz DSB and 9/10 kHz DRM signals are to be
radiated on adjacent channels in simulcast modes. In the latter case it may not be
practical to use the existing antenna, if it cannot be economically modified to
provide sufficient bandwidth.

Experience with practical linear amplifiers, using linearity correction, and non-linear
amplifiers using PSM or PDM shows that the OOB requirements can be generally
satisfied.Thus, suitably modified, analogue AM transmission plant can provide
spectrum compliant DRM services.

An immediate effect of a restricted antenna system bandwidth is to attenuate the
amplitude and alter the phase relationship of the outer carriers.There is also a
possibility that a restricted bandwidth may react on the associated transmitter and
increase the OOB power. Equally well a restricted antenna response may serve to
attenuate some OOB power.Where the antenna bandwidth is commensurate with
the DRM signal bandwidth, it can be expected that the RF spectrum observed with
the transmitter loaded with the antenna will be different to that observed with a
resistive test load. In setting pre-correction, it may well be necessary to take
account of antenna characteristics.

5.2.5 Characterising Transmitter Performance
As well as compliance with the OOB power spectrum mask, a useful way of
characterising the performance of a DRM transmitter is to measure the Modulation
Error Ratio (MER). As has been explained in an earlier section, the DRM signal
consists of a group of discrete equally spaced carriers . Each carrier is modulated in
terms of amplitude and phase and so can be represented as a vector. Errors in the
modulation process, phase noise in the RF drive synthesiser and less than ideal
response in the transmitter amplitude and phase paths can be considered to add
an error vector that may cause the decoding process in the receiver to misread the
data represented by the carrier. The MER indicates the ratio between the wanted
vector and the error vector and is normally expressed in dB. Thus a high MER
figure shows that the error vector is small compared with the wanted vector and
in consequence there should be little difficulty in correctly decoding the data
represented by the carrier phase and amplitude. For a compliant DRM transmitter,
an MER of 30dB or greater should be expected.
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5.2.6.1 HF Antennas
In general, HF broadcast antennas are designed to offer a good match over a range
of discrete broadcast bands. In terms of actual bandwidth, a HF broadcast antenna
can be expected to have a bandwidth considerable greater than the bandwidth of
the DRM signal and as such is unlikely to cause any degradation.
Experience to date shows that the majority of existing HF broadcast antenna
systems can be used for DRM services without any modification.

5.2.6.2 MF Antennas
MF antennas are normally tuned to the service frequency, although in some
installations two or more services may be radiated from a common antenna.
Many types of MF antenna exist.The particular configuration used is determined
by coverage area and whether ground wave only, or a combination of both
ground- and sky-wave propagation, is to be used.
MF Antennas are usually adjusted to present a resistive load at the service frequency.
Either side of this frequency, the load impedance presented to the transmitter
becomes complex with an increasing imaginary component. For DRM, the
recommendation is that the antenna impedance characteristic is hemmetic and
symmetrical, that is, the sign of the imaginary component changes either side of
centre frequency and the rate of rise (or fall) of the antenna impedance either side is
equal. Thus, if the imaginary component is –j below centre frequency it must be +j
above centre frequency or vice versa. Antenna bandwidth can also be expressed in
terms of the VSWR characteristic. Investigations undertaken by several companies
indicate that for DRM, the VSWR at ± 10kHz from centre should be not greater than
1.2:1 and not greater than 1.4:1 at ± 15kHz from centre. Performance better than this
may be required for the satisfactory radiation of DRM 18/20kHz wideband signals.
To illustrate this, the basic VSWR characteristic for typical single λ/4 resonant mast
radiator is shown in Fig. 5.5. This refers to a base fed 75 metre mast, having a
diameter of 0.5 metre, and was obtained by NEC modelling.The resonant
frequency is approximately 939 kHz.

Fig 5.5
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Shunt fed and folded monopole resonant configurations have a similar response and
the VSWR characteristic meets the requirement for DRM. In electrical terms the
antenna "Q" factor, and hence bandwidth, is very dependant on the physical size and
form of the radiator.Thus a "cigar " shaped mast would have a low Q, flat VSWR
characteristic and wide bandwidth, whereas a "thin" antenna would have a high Q,
steep VSWR characteristic and narrow bandwidth.
Generally, practical single mast radiators, operated at their resonant frequency, are
unlikely to present bandwidth problems for DRM. In very extreme cases, however,
modifications may be needed to the physical structure of the mast in order to
achieve the required bandwidth.
In multi-mast antenna configurations, such as Yagi arrays and "Four Posters", the
coupling between radiators and reflectors will have an influence on the bandwidth of
the driven masts and generally tends to increase the Q and decrease the bandwidth.

5.2.6.3 LF Antennas
A resonant antenna is not practical at LF and antennas are therefore electrically
short. The plot in Fig. 5.6 shows the input impedance characteristic of a 220 metre
base fed mast.
The red curve represents the resistive component and the blue, the reactive
component. As can be seen the antenna is predominantly capacitive with a very
small resistive component, typically this is of the order of 5 - 10Ω.

Fig 5.6

5.2.6.3 LF Antennas cont...
The use of non-resonant antennas may reduce the bandwidth; however the
implications are not considered here.
As has been shown, the bandwidth and hence VSWR characteristic of the basic
practical MF resonant antenna is unlikely to present any serious problems for DRM.
Consideration must however be given to the likely effects on bandwidth of
matching networks, reject filters, combining networks and feeder systems that are
interposed between the antenna and transmitter.

5.2.6.4 Matching and Combining Networks
In order to ensure that the transmitter is presented with a symmetrical impedance
characteristic, it is necessary that the matching network and feeder system, between
the antenna and transmitter, corresponds to an integer multiple of quarter
wavelengths at centre frequency. Where this criterion is not met, symmetry can be
restored with the addition of phase shift or phase rotation networks. This will also
often improve the bandwidth. Matching networks for non-resonant antennas, or
those including rejection filters and combiners at multi-service sites may have a
restricted bandwidth. Methods of overcoming restricted bandwidths are discussed
in the next section

5.2.6.5 Implementing a DRM Service on an Existing Antenna
System
The intrinsic bandwidth of HF antennas is more than adequate for the DRM signal
and HF antenna systems can normally be used without alteration. The situation is
however different at LF & MF. As a first step, the antenna impedance characteristic
must be established. This is most easily obtained using a Network Analyser and if
presented in the form of a Smith Chart, the amount of phase rotation needed to
correct an asymmetrical characteristic can be determined directly from the plot.
The required phase rotation can either be implemented with an additional phase
shift network or the existing matching circuit modified.
Where system bandwidth (in terms of the VSWR characteristic – which can also
usually be obtained from the Network Analyser), is less than optimum, the first line of
approach is to consider the transmitter and antenna system response as a whole. The
overall response is then measured and used to determine the pre-correction required
at the DRM Modulator and so compensate for the restricted antenna bandwidth.
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In some systems full compensation may not be achievable. Where a phase and
amplitude driven DRM transmitter is used, it is worth investigating the possibility of
re-introducing the normally suppressed centre frequency carrier signal. Some DRM
Modulators provide this facility. Re-introducing this signal has the effect of reducing
the bandwidth required to ensure that out of band radiation is minimised.The level
of the re-introduced carrier is adjusted experimentally for best results while
observing the RF output spectrum with the transmitter connected to the antenna
system. This technique, while effective, is not ideal and is best considered as an
interim solution. The better solution is to review the antenna system design in
consultation with the suppliers as they may be able to offer alternate matching /
combiner network configurations having a wider bandwidth.

5.2.7 Transmitter Monitoring
DRM, as with Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), requires a different approach to
monitoring than that normally used for AM broadcasting. Observation of the DRM
RF envelope on an oscilloscope reveals little useful information and the RF
spectrum of a DRM pseudo random binary test sequence (PRBS) is essentially
identical to the spectrum of a DRM programme or data signal. A simple AM
demodulator can of course no longer be used to monitor the transmitter.
Work is in hand to develop a simple DRM "Demodulator" for monitoring the
output of DRM transmitters and it can be expected that in due course suitable
equipment will become available. An immediate and simple monitoring solution
is to employ a software receiver, which uses an analogue receiver as a front-end
together with a PC decoder. At least one manufacturer offers the front-end
receiver with the necessary 12kHz IF output. The decoder can be easily
implemented on a laptop PC, which is set up alongside the DRM transmitter with
the audio output routed into the station monitoring system – or the system can
be included as part of the maintenance engineer’s toolkit when visiting unattended
transmitter sites. This simple system will allow basic monitoring and programme
checking to be carried out on the transmitter.

5.2.8 Power requirements
There are no particular implications for the power infrastructure with DRM other
than a reduction in power demand. It is difficult to be specific on this point and the
power consumption and conversion efficiency figures, given in Table 5.1, must
therefore only be interpreted as an indication of what might be expected.
For comparison, figures are also stated for AM PSM/PDM transmitters.

Mode

Transmitter
Type

Mean
Output
Power

Peak
Envelope
Power

Input
Power
kVA

Conversion
Efficiency

PDM/PSM

200kW(2)

2000kW

350

~57-65%

DRM

Linear
Amplifier

30kW

300kW

268

~11%

AM

PDM/PSM

500kW
Carrier

2000kW

675-767

~65-74%

DRM
A & RFP

priced consumer equipment together with attractive content. Only in such a case
will consumers wish to purchase the equipment in order to gain access to the
content. In the case of DRM services this means the ready availability of consumer
DRM capable receivers and sufficient attractive radio programming to entice them
into making the investment in a new radio receiver.

5.3.2 Position at present time

Table 5.1

Note that the figure for input power includes a fixed load of 30kVA for
transmitter auxiliaries.
A possible effect of DRM working on the power infrastructure is a fall in the power
factor the transmitter presents to the power supply. This is simply due to the
reduction in load on the HT transformer in the transmitter. As the drop in power
factor will also be accompanied by corresponding drop in power demand, this is
unlikely to cause any particular difficulties, however it is an effect of which operating
staff need to be aware.

5.2.9 Test Equipment
As a minimum, a Spectrum Analyser having sufficient dynamic range to confirm out
of band spectrum mask compliance and a DRM Reference Receiver for determining
MER, bit error rates and audio quality checks on the transmitted signal, will be
needed to commission and maintain a DRM system.

5.3 Receivers
5.3.1 Background
As with all new content delivery systems aimed at the consumer market, the key to
the ultimate success at introduction will be the ready availability of reasonably
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The first DRM receivers were developed to provide professional monitoring units
and to prove the system operation. Price and practicability were of a lesser
importance than the ability to provide working receivers at the earliest stage
possible.To this end, most early DRM receivers were based upon a PC platform,
where the majority of the receiver functions could be performed in software.This
allowed swift changes to be made in order to improve performance or to adapt to
changes in the transmission specification.This type of receiver is likely to continue
to be of value in the professional broadcast market, where there is less sensitivity
to the cost of a receiver than in the consumer market. Also the availability of a
relatively large colour display on a PC makes it highly suitable for providing the
signal graphical analysis tools which broadcasters require.
Several of these professional receivers used expensive but highly flexible digital
techniques throughout the receiver, including the front end. However, it was realised
that by combining an existing analogue communications receiver front end,
to provide the signal tuning and selectivity, with a PC, to provide the signal
demodulation, demultiplexing and audio decoding, it would be possible to use the
flexibility of a PC without the cost of using a specially developed front end.To this
end a technique evolved whereby an existing receiver was modified, by the addition
of a final IF down-converter, to produce a final IF signal centred on 12kHz. As DRM
signals can have bandwidths between 4.5kHz and 20kHz the signal’s spectrum is
wholly contained within the range of a standard PC audio input card, if the analogue
to digital conversion sampling frequency is set to 48kHz, or higher. Provided that
the processing speed of the PC is sufficient, then all of the processing of the DRM
signal can be carried out solely within a software application running on that PC.
The transmitted audio and/or data service can then be recovered for audition
and/or display on the PC.
(2) This power level serves as an illustration only and is derived from a particular transmitter conversion. In most cases
considerably lower powers will provide satisfactory DRM services with attendant lower input power requirements.

5.3.3 Software radio project
Initially DRM receivers, developed using the analogue receiver plus PC platform,
were designed to satisfy the test and measurement requirements of DRM system
developers. However, even over the short period during which DRM system
development was taking place, the power and performance of consumer PCs was
rapidly increasing. So much so that, at the end of the development period, entry
level consumer PCs had more than sufficient processing power to provide most of
the functions of a DRM receiver. If a suitable analogue receiver was available as a
front end, then it could be modified to provide the necessary 12kHz final IF and a
complete DRM receiver could be realised. It was thus decided to develop a
simplified version of a professional DRM receiver using the same technique.This
would allow enthusiasts to make the necessary modifications to their own analogue
receiver and interconnect it with an existing home PC.This DRM software receiver
has been made available to the consumer market as a low priced software
download.There is also an option to purchase, at an additional cost, a small 455
to 12kHz down-converter board, which allows the modification of a wide range of
existing communications receivers, so that they can be used as the front end for a
DRM software receiver. Fig. 5.7 shows a screen shot of the software receiver
in operation.
The DRM software receiver (see 7.4 [2]) supports both audio and data services and
provides limited signal analysis and reception quality reporting functions.This allows
users to participate in the ongoing DRM field-testing programme.The primary
market for the receiver is the DX and Amateur Radio community, as it does require
a sufficient level of technical expertise to modify a receiver and download and
install the DRM software decoder package on a PC.
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Fig. 5.7

5.3.4 Expected developments
In order to enable the development of mass-market DRM consumer receivers,
suitable highly integrated processing chips have to be available.These chips can
either be developed specifically to provide a DRM receiver platform or they can be
a development based on an existing consumer processor chip, designed to provide a
general purpose digital processing platform for consumer equipment applications. At
the time of writing, both options are being pursued and are expected to lead to the
availability of first generation DRM consumer receivers at the end of 2004 or the
beginning of 2005. As a stimulus to the receiver market, a consumer styled receiver
has been developed to demonstrate that a DRM receiver can be packaged, along
with analogue AM and FM sections, inside a standard sized case.This receiver is
illustrated in Fig. 5.8.

Fig. 5.8

A project, operating under the name of DIAM (see 7.3 [11]), is currently underway
to design and fabricate a custom DRM chip set.This will see first silicon available for
testing before the middle of 2004 and should enable the rapid development of early
consumer receivers.This chip set will provide for the reception of existing analogue
FM and AM services, in addition to DRM services, but will not extend to other
digital radio services. Other organisations are already in process of designing
applications, which will implement a DRM receiver on a multipurpose consumer
processor.These DRM receivers are also likely to provide for analogue FM and AM
reception, but in addition will provide for the reception of other digital radio
systems such as DAB, IBOC or DARS.
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Inevitably the cost of first generation DRM enabled consumer radios will not be at
the same price level that can ultimately be achieved by the time of, say, a third
generation chip set. No consumer technology, introduced to date, has been able to
enter the market at the price level that has been achieved after further generations
have been developed.There is no reason why DRM receivers should be any
exception to this rule. However it is noticeable that the development cycle of new
consumer products is accelerating, so that prices fall faster than in earlier decades.
The recent example of DVD players shows that prices can fall very rapidly when
high volumes are produced in a large competitive market. If these same
manufacturers turn their attention to the production of DRM radios this could have
clear benefits for the speed with which prices fall. However, at the same time, it
must be recognised that DRM is, to a large degree, a replacement technology for
existing analogue radios, rather than a totally new technology, as is the case with
mobile phones. Clearly new and exciting content will be as important a
market-driver as the very significant quality increase over current analogue AM.
If programme content is an important driver of a new consumer technology like
DRM, so should be the additional ease with which listeners should be able to
operate the new radios. DRM provides significant improvements over current
analogue AM technology in allowing the transmission of data to the radio.This
enables the radio to find the best frequency on which to receive a programme,
allows the display of additional information about the current or future programmes
and enables text or audio based on-demand news and information services to be
provided.These enhancements to the traditional audio-only radio service will
require the receiver manufacturers to develop software to provide the functionality,
an internal means of storing the data and a simple means of navigating to and
playing back or displaying this stored material.This additional functionality will
provide receiver manufacturers with a means of differentiating their products, but
should also provide an additional incentive for listeners to invest in the new
technology. Listeners will not just be buying a radio with better quality audio, but
also receiving an enhanced and more listener friendly service.Tuning to a station
could be by choosing a name from a menu of stations and, particularly for SW
listening, the receiver should always find the best frequency for the region
and time of day.

6

Service Planning
This section provides some background information on how the DRM system may be introduced into the
different AM broadcast frequency bands, under current planning regulations, and on how this varies, depending
on the frequency band and the ITU Region concerned. It also discusses planning issues for NVIS and SFN
transmissions and considers the matter of reception monitoring of the transmitted signals in order to verify
the coverage obtained.

6.1 Overview
Planning procedures within the AM broadcasting bands below 30MHz need to be
considered in two parts.Within the AM bands contained in the LW and MW part of
this spectrum, there are pre-existing regional plans which lay down the fixed
assignments or allotments to be used for transmissions by each member country of
the ITU. In the SW bands, planning is done on a much more flexible basis, which
takes into account the diurnal, seasonal and solar variations in propagation when
the allocation of spectrum is determined. In the case of MW and LW spectrum two
agreements are in force, the Geneva 1975 Agreement, which covers ITU Regions 1
and 3 and employs a 9kHz frequency grid, and the Rio Agreements of 1981 and
1988, which cover Region 2 and employ a 10kHz frequency grid. In the case of SW
planning, all three regions use the same frequency grid of 10kHz and planning, for
most countries, is carried out through the auspices of the HFCC, with the resultant
twice-yearly plan being registered at the ITU.

6.2 Regions 1 and 3 (All world regions except the Americas)
– LW/LF and MW/MF Planning
Within these two Regions only Region 1 currently has assignments for and uses the
LW band.Therefore the majority of assignments for both regions are in the MW
band. Under the existing GE75 Plan, existing assignments are listed with their
power, antenna details and transmitter location. Any change to this situation, for a
particular assignment, requires a recalculation of the transmission parameters to
ensure that the protection ratios for other assignments in the Plan, which might be
adversely affected by the change, do not deteriorate by more than 0.5dB.This is
also the means by which new assignments have been and can be introduced into the
Plan. In September 2002 the ITU Radiocommunication Bureau introduced Circular
Letter CCR/20 under which it became possible to introduce DRM transmissions
into the MW band in Regions 1 and 3 and the LW band in Region 1.

then it may be introduced as a DRM service, provided it is operated at an average
power level at least 7 dB below the allowable new analogue assignment.
In both the above cases it is important to note that only DRM Modes A and B using
9kHz bandwidth are approved for use under this change in the Rules of Procedure.

6.3 Region 2 (The Americas) – MW/MF Planning
The introduction of DRM services in the MW band in Region 2, within the confines
of the Rio 1981 (R81) Agreement, is much more problematical.This is due to a
stipulation to the effect that Section 4.2 of Annex 2 to this Agreement imposes on
the classes of emission, other than A3E (that is DSB with full carrier), the condition
of being receivable by receivers employing envelope detectors.The later Rio 1988
(R88) Plan, which extends the allowable extent of the MW band in this Region,
does not impose such a similar condition. However the ITU RRB did not currently
feel able to make a determination for a draft change in the Rules of Procedure for
either agreement and so DRM services are not currently envisaged as feasible
within the MW band in Region 2.This does not entirely preclude the use of DRM
transmissions in this band should an Administration wish to authorise its use
within its territory on a non-interference and non-protected basis.
The RRB discussed in its determination the question of whether simulcast systems
might be allowable under the R81 plan, as they were receivable on a receiver employing
an envelope detector. However the Board expressed concern about the bandwidth
requirements of such systems, as they generally required between 20 and 30kHz of
spectrum to accommodate both the analogue DSB signal and the digital counterpart.

10kHz grid "Simulcast" options

In the case of existing assignments already within the GE75 Plan the ITU-R Letter
allows these to be converted to DRM assignments on the basis that they operate
with an average DRM power at least 7dB below that of the currently assigned
analogue DSB service carrier power.
In the case of new assignments, which it is proposed should be introduced under
the existing GE75 Plan, planning is carried out as if it were to be a new analogue
DSB Assignment. If such a new analogue assignment is allowable within the plan,
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Fig. 6.1

Except for a single channel simulcast version of the DRM system (see section 4.2.6),
which was not specified at the time of the RRB’s determination, all other DRM
simulcast proposals involve the use of between 20 and 30kHz of spectrum. In some
Region 2 territories such a system option would be potentially allowable within the
terms of locally applied spectrum masks with which broadcast services in the MW
band must comply.These spectrum masks are generally more relaxed than the
ITU–R transmission spectrum mask and envisage lowered but significant levels of
energy being radiated up to 10 or 15kHz away from the assigned channel centre
frequency. In such cases the DRM hierarchical transmission modes could be
operated in conjunction with an analogue DSB signal to occupy a total of 20 or
30kHz of spectrum.The analogue signal, at full assigned power, could occupy 10kHz
of spectrum with the base and enhancement DRM transmissions occupying 5 or
10kHz of spectrum immediately above and below the analogue signal. Fig. 6.1 shows
the spectrum occupancy for two of such DRM simulcast signal combinations. It
should be noted that in the two examples shown, both DRM signals contain a
kernel carrier group. In each case one of these groups will be the base carrier
group and the other the enhancement group.

6.4 Regions 1, 2, and 3 – SW/HF bands
Due to the diurnal (day/night-time), seasonal and sun spot related variations in
propagation which take place in the SW bands, planning requires that frequency
schedules are generally valid for only a six month period. For the majority of
international SW broadcasters and operators this requires that intended
transmissions are coordinated through the HFCC in order to reduce the potential
for interference to a minimum.This procedure is equally being observed for the
introduction of DRM transmissions into these bands. Under current coordination
procedures DRM transmissions may be introduced under similar principles to that
in the MW bands.That is the service is first coordinated as if it were an analogue
DSB service and then a DRM transmission substituted with a power level at least
7dB lower than the allowable analogue transmission.The provisional protection
ratios adopted during WRC03, for the protection of analogue DSB transmissions
from DRM transmissions, show small variations according to DRM mode and
modulation. However, in all cases, these variations are smaller than the precision
of the propagation prediction tools and can be discounted for the purposes
of coordination.
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6.5 The 26MHz SW/HF band
The 26 MHz broadcasting band allocation is seldom used for traditional short-wave
broadcasting.This is due to the frequency being too high for reliable sky-wave
propagation during most of the 11-year sunspot cycle in most parts of the world.
To a lesser degree, the same is true for the 21 and 19 MHz bands.These bands,
particularly the 26 MHz one, could easily be used for DRM broadcasting to a more
local audience.Tests in Europe have produced very encouraging results. In the UK
tests were part of a local single frequency network of 3 transmitting stations for
which the power used was only 10 watts per transmitter. Another test using a single
100-200 watts transmitter at a high altitude site close to Geneva showed excellent
coverage and quality around the city.
For the line-of-sight services, which are proposed within these bands, Modes A, or B
are likely to offer the optimum results. It may sometimes be possible, in some
countries and with regulatory approval, to employ the wideband 20kHz option to
improve the audio quality still further.To obtain the best performance from this
type of service, it is likely that it will need to be planned in a similar way to an FM
service.That is with the antenna at a high level, with respect to the coverage area,
and with average powers in the range of 100 to 200 watts. It must be recognised,
however, that for a period of the sunspot cycle around its maximum, significant
interference may be experienced to the local service area.This interference is most
likely to be caused by high power international 26MHz transmissions, as conditions
will then make these possible.There may also be interference from other, more
local, low powered transmissions, if efforts are not made to minimise sky-wave
radiation from them.

6.6 Near Vertical Incidence Sky-wave (NVIS)

Fig. 6.2

This type of propagation is typically used for in-country SW coverage in tropical
zones.The "near vertical" geometry causes multiple reflections between ground and
the reflecting ionospheric layers.The result is illustrated in Fig. 6.2, where several
significant reflections are seen to arrive at the receiver antenna. It has been
observed during transmissions that at certain times of day, such as dawn and dusk,
these reflections can have similar energy and be spread over a period of several
milliseconds. In order to prevent destructive interference it is important to ensure
that these reflections arrive inside the guard interval otherwise the system will fail.
At the same time as these multiple impulses are observed they can also be subject
to high values of Doppler spread.This is due to the constant movement of the
reflecting layers and is more significant compared to long path reflections, due to
the fact that for NVIS the movement represents a greater proportion of the ground
to ionospheric distance.The result of the conjunction of these two phenomena is
simultaneously high values of delay and Doppler spread.This can only be overcome
by the use of a long guard interval in conjunction with wider frequency spacing for
the OFDM carriers. However, because the signal strength can be quite high due to
the short paths, signal to noise ratio is often not the limiting factor in NVIS and so
64QAM may be useable for the MSC. Even so, due to the frequent need to use
Mode D because of its higher resistance to Doppler and delay spead, the usable
data rate of this mode, in a 10kHz channel, will be quite low.This low data rate may
force the use of CELP+SBR audio coding, rather than AAC, unless it is possible to
use the 20kHz wideband option. In this case AAC+SBR becomes possible providing
near mono FM, or even stereo quality in good conditions.

Fig. 6.3

6.7 Single Frequency Networks (SFNs)

Fig. 6.4
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Although analogue synchronous networks are often used to provide extended
coverage, there will always be problems with mutual interference in at least some
parts of the overlap areas.This usually requires the use of additional frequencies to
supplement coverage in these areas.With careful design, this problem can be all but
eliminated in the case of a DRM SFN. Fig. 6.3 shows a much-simplified arrangement
for a DRM SFN, using 6 transmitters. In the area of overlap between areas 1 to 4 it
can be seen that signals may be received from all four transmitters at the same
time. Provided these signals all arrive within the guard interval they will reinforce
each other and reception should be improved in this area over that obtainable from
any one transmitter. It is important to note that the transmitted signals must be
identical for reinforcement, rather than interference, to occur.

Care will need to be taken however to ensure that the network continues to work
effectively after dark.Then sky-wave propagation may allow more distant
transmitters in the network to contribute signal into the local service area of parts
of the SFN. If the propagation path is of sufficient length, and the signal strength is
high enough, it may cause interference due to the sky-wave signal being delayed by
more than the guard interval. Preventative measures to be taken could include
ensuring that sky-wave radiation is minimised by suitable antenna design and
changing to a more robust transmission mode, with a longer guard interval, during
times of sky-wave propagation. Figure 6.4 illustrates the problem that can occur if
care is not taken in the design and operation of such a network. In the simplified
view a reception point in area 1 is shown receiving one local contribution with a
transmission delay of T1 and two sky-wave contributions with respective delays of
T5 and T6. If the time difference between T1 and either T5 or T6 is greater than the
guard interval of the chosen transmission Mode then interference will occur at the
reception point in area 1.
SFN operation is, in principle, possible using two or more MW or SW transmitters
providing service entirely using sky-wave propagation. However the technical
requirements are quite onerous, since each of the signals must be timed to arrive
simultaneously over the whole of the coverage area. Otherwise they will cause
mutual interference rather than reinforcement.This may require real-time
monitoring of signals received at several points in the intended coverage area.
Without this, predicting the propagation transition time from transmitter to
receivers in the coverage area may prove difficult to achieve sufficiently accurately in
advance. Setting up such a monitoring system is discussed in section 6.9, Monitoring.

6.8 Coverage planning
At the time of writing there are no planning tools available which have been
specifically designed to calculate coverage and availability for DRM transmissions.
However a number of DRM Members plan to rectify this situation by setting up a
new project to design software planning tools which takes into account the
additional propagation parameter needs of the DRM system. For the moment
though, it remains necessary to make a calculation of field strength in the target
coverage area based on an analogue DSB transmission.This can then be related to
the required signal strength for a DRM transmission using a particular combination
of robustness Mode, MSC constellation and code rate to provide the necessary
SNR for service. For ground-wave services, this method can be expected to provide
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results close to observed measurements, as the path is simple, and little, if any,
multi-path is introduced to cause signal distortions.
For sky-wave services the prediction is much more complex, as the resultant
service will depend not only upon the delivered signal strength but on the level of
Doppler and Delay spread to which the signal will be subject. Most software based
prediction tools either do not estimate these parameters or, if they do, do not
produce reliable results. Nevertheless, for the time being, the existing analogue
prediction tools will continue to be used, as they are all that is available. However,
it is anticipated that new tools will be developed in the near future, which will aim
to provide an estimate of these additional propagation parameters.These tools will
be designed to recommend the combination of transmission parameters that best
meet the needs of a broadcaster for a specific transmission path and target zone.
In general the average power requirements of a DRM transmission will be less than
that of the equivalent analogue transmission. In part this is due to the fact that a DRM
transmission will have a higher peak to mean ratio than an analogue DSB signal.
A simple analogue DSB signal will consist of a single carrier at zero modulation
whilst at 100% modulation there will be the addition of two sidebands which
together will increase the power output of the transmitter to 1.5 times the carrier
power.The use of power saving, where the carrier level depends on the modulation
level, will modify this relationship, so that the average power output and consumption
of the transmitter will be lowered compared to the absence of such a system.
Because the DRM signal has a peak to mean power ratio of approximately 10dB the
transmitter must be operated in a backed off condition in order to avoid the digital
signal being clipped within the various stages of the transmitter. Should excessive
signal clipping occur within the transmitter, it would cause the generation of inchannel intermodulation products.These products would cause inter-symbol
interference and this can impact adversely on the receiver performance.

6.9 Reception Monitoring
An important part of assuring the quality of any radio transmission comes from
monitoring the transmitted signals within the target coverage area. In the case of
analogue services, this has generally been accomplished by using a high quality
receiver for signal reception.The signal strength is then read from a calibrated
meter, whilst making a subjective assessment of the audio quality. Such an
assessment has historically been made by someone in the target area tuning a
receiver to the required service and then listening to it in real time. More recently,
this manual method has been supplemented by using unmanned remotely controlled
or scheduled receivers to receive the signals and record the signal strength,
together with a sample of the audio.The move to using a digital transmission system
enables the monitoring of reception to be completely automated.To this end DRM
has developed a specification and protocol for the control interface (RSCI). If
manufacturers of professional receivers use this specification it will ensure that an
operator can use monitoring receivers of more than one manufacturer to build a
monitoring network, but use the same software to control and download data from
all these receivers. Furthermore this opens the possibility for several operators or
broadcasters to share the same receivers, if they so wish.
Because a DRM transmission uses digital coding it facilitates the recording of data
that can characterise the reception quality.This information can include not only the
signal strength and audio quality, which can be assessed from the audio bit error
rate, but also continuous parameters describing the quality and nature of the
transmission channel. Over time the accumulation of this information should lead to
an improved understanding of the propagation behaviour of the ionosphere. Data
acquired by the monitoring receiver can be stored locally and downloaded from the
reception site on a regular basis, to provide evidence of the performance of a
particular transmission, or accessed in near real time. In either case the most likely
method of transmitting this information back to the broadcaster will be by means
of the Internet, or if that is not available, by directly dialling the receiver using a
telephone line and modem connection.
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In some cases it may be possible to permanently connect to the monitoring
receiver(s) either via the Internet, using broadband, or a local network connection
or, perhaps, via VSAT terminals. In any of these cases it becomes possible to acquire
information about the quality of the service in the target coverage area on a near
real-time basis. In this case, by providing a real time method for collating and
analysing the reception data, it becomes possible to optimise the transmission
parameters of the service(s) in real time.This optimisation process requires the
employment of a computer system, which amalgamates the reception data from a
number of monitoring receivers in the coverage area. Based on this data, the
analysis and prediction algorithm within the computer makes near real-time
adjustments to transmission parameters, such as the transmission Mode, MSC
modulation and code-rate, to achieve a pre-defined quality of service. An example
of this arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 6.5 (see also QoSAM).

Fig. 6.5
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7

Appendices

7.1 References
7.1.1
Recommendation ITU-R BS 1514: System for digital sound broadcasting in the
broadcasting bands below 30MHz. (ITU, Geneva, 2000)

7.2 Glossary of abbreviations
AFS
Alternative Frequency Switching
AM
Amplitude Modulation
BER
Bit Error Rate
CELP
Code Excited Linear Prediction
COFDM Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex
DAB
Digital Audio Broadcasting
DC
Direct Current
DCP
Distribution and Communications Protocol
DRM
Digital Radio Mondiale
DSB
Double Side-Band
DVB
Digital Video Broadcasting
ETSI
European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FAC
Fast Access Channel
FM
Frequency Modulation
GPS
Global Positioning System
HF
High Frequency
HVXC Harmonic Vector ecXitation Coding
IBOC
In Band On Channel
IEC
International Electrotechnical Committee
IP
Internet Protocol
IPR
Intelectual Property Right
ISDN
Integrated Services Digital Network
ITU - R International Telecommunications Union - Radiocommunications Sector
LAN
Local Area Network
LF
Low Frequency
LW
Long Wave
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MCI
MCS
MDI
MER
MLC
MF
MFN
MPEG
MSC
MW
NTP
NVIS
PFT
QAM
QoSAM
RDS
RF
RFP
RRB
RSCI
SBR
SCE
SCS
SDC
SDI
SFN
SNR
SW
TAG
UDP
VSAT
WAN
WRC

Modulator Control Interface
Multiple Channel Simulcast
Multiplex Distribution Interface
Modulation Error Ratio
Multi Level Coding
Medium Frequency
Multi Frequency Network
Moving Picture Experts Group
Main Service Channel
Medium Wave
Network Time Protocol
Near Vertical Incidence Sky-wave
Protection, Fragmentation and Transport
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
Quality of Service in the digitised AM bands
Radio Data System
Radio Frequency
Radio Frequency Phase
(ITU) Radio Regulatory Board
Receiver Status and Control Interface
Spectral Band Replication
Service Component Encoder
Single Channel Simulcast
Service Description Channel
Service Distribution Interface
Single Frequency Network
Signal to Noise Ratio
Short Wave
Tag
User Datagram Protocol
Very Small Aperture Terminal
Wide Area Network
World Radio Conference

7.3 Reference documents

7.4 Sources of further information

[1] ETSI TS 201 980 v2.1.1 (2003-12) DRM System Specification.

[1] DRM main web site http://www.drm.org

[2] ETSI TS 102 821v0.0.2e - Distribution and Communications Protocol (DCP)

[2] DRM software receiver project web site http://www.drmrx.org

[3] ETSI TS 102820v0.0.2d – Multiplex Distribution Interface (MDI)

[3] RADIATE: Radio Digital AM Tests, IST-1999-2013 http://www.ist-radiate.org

[4] ETSI TS 101 968 V1.1.1 – Data Applications Directory

[4] QoSAM: Quality of Service in the Digitized AM Bands IST-2001-33307
http://www.ist-qosam.org

[5] ITU-R 217/10 – MF and HF field tests report summary
[5] ETSI web site http://www.etsi.org
[6] Jonathan Stott: DRM, Key Technical Features, EBU Technical Review No. 286,
March 2001. http://www.ebu.ch/trev_286-stott.pdf

[6] IPR links:

[7] Jonathan Stott: DRM: Key Technical Features, IEE Electronics and Communication
Engineering Journal,Vol. 14 No.1, Feb. 2002, Pp 4-14

World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO): "About intellectual Property"
http://www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/overview.html

[8] Jonathan Stott:The How and Why of COFDM, EBU Technical Review No. 278,
Winter 1998. http://www.ebu.ch/trev_278-stott.pdf

The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions’ list of "IP Myths"
http://www.ifla.org/documents/infopol/copyright/ipmyths.htm

[9] Martin Dietz and Stefan Meltzer: CT-aacPlus, A state-of-the-art audio coding
scheme, EBU Technical Review No. 291, July 2002.
http://www.ebu.ch/trev_291-dietz.pdf

A treatise on Trade Secrets can be found at
http://www.rmarkhalligan2.com/trade/articles.asp?id=next&currentId=2

[10] James Briggs: DRM, a summary of the field tests, EBU Technical Review No. 296,
October 2003. http://www.ebu.ch/trev_296-briggs.pdf
[11] DIAM: Digital AM Hardware and Software Platform-Based Set from C to Silicon,
Eureka Project No. E!2390, http://www.eureka.be
[12] Radiomondo: Development of New data Services for Long, Medium and
Short-wave Broadcasting, http://www.radiomondo.de/
[13] M.J. Bradley:Wideband receivers for DRM, IEE Electronics and Communication
Engineering Journal,Vol. 14 No.1, Feb. 2002, Pp 15-20
[14] Frank Hofmann, Christian Hansen and Wolfgang Schäfer: IEEE Transactions on
Broadcasting,Vol. 49, No. 3, September 2003, P. 319, Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM),
Digital Sound Broadcasting in the AM Bands.
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7.5 DRM Members
Organisation
Antenna Hungaria
BBC
Christian Vision
Deutsche Welle
DeutschlandRadio
EUROPE 1 -Groupe Europe1
HCJB
IBB – International Broadcasting Bureau
Libyan Jamahiriya Broadcasting
NASB
NHK
Radio Canada International
Radio France
Radio France Internationale
Radio Nederland Wereldomroep
Radio New Zealand International
Radio Vaticana
RDP Radiodifusao Portuguesa
RTL
Swedish Radio Intl
SWR Südwestrundfunk
WRN Ltd
Voice of Nigeria
Voice of Russia

Country
Hungary
UK
UK
Germany
Germany
Germany - France
Ecuador
USA
Libya
USA
Japan
Canada
France
France
NL
New Zealand
Vatican State
Portugal
Luxembourg
Sweden
Germany
UK
Nigeria
Russia

Semiconductor
design/
manufacturers

ATMEL
Hitachi Kokusai
Micronas GmbH

Germany
Japan
Germany

Receiver
manufacturers

Robert Bosch GmbH
Sangean America, Inc
Sony International Europe GmbH

Germany
USA
Japan

Transmission
equipment
manufacturers

Broadcast Electronics Inc
USA
DRS Broadcast Technology (formerly IDT Continental Electronics) USA
Harris
USA
Kintronic Laboratories
USA
NAUTEL Ltd
Canada
RadioScape Ltd.
UK
RIZ Transmitters
Croatia
TCI, a Dielectric Company
USA
Telefunken Sendersysteme
Germany
Thales (ex Thomcast)
France

Category

Broadcasters
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Organisation
Basamad College Iran
CCETT
Coding Technologies
ESPOL
FH Merseburg
Fraunhofer IIS
Georg-Simon-Ohm FH Nuernberg
IZT GmbH
Kymenlaakso Polytechnik
QinetiQ Ltd
Universidad del Pais Vasco
University of Delft
University of Hanover
University of Ulm

Country
Iran
France
Sweden - Germany
Ecuador
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Finland
UK
Spain
NL
Germany
Germany

Industry,
Regulatory
National &
International
organisations

ABU
Academy of Broadcasting Science China
ADDX
Agentschap Telecom
ASBU
APR
Commercial Radio Australia
Communication Authority Hungary
DLM
DRF (Comité Digital Radios Francaises)
EBU
GCC Gulf Countries Co-operation Council
Generalitat de Catalunya - STSI
HFCC
ICRC (Red Cross)
IRT
ITU (special status)
Medienanstalt Sachsen Anhalt
VPRT

Malaysia
China
Germany
NL
Tunisia
Germany
Australia
Hungary
Germany
France
Germany
Saudi Arabia
Spain
Czech Republic
Switzerland
Germany
Switzerland
Germany
Germany

Network
operators

Norkring - Telenor AS
Nozema
RTRN (ex MCCBN) / VOR
TDF TéléDiffusion de France
T-Systems International
VT Merlin Communications

Norway
NL
Russia
France
Germany
UK

IPR Licensing
organisations

Digita Oy
Dolby DLI
Dolby DLLC
Via Licensing Corporation

Finland
USA
USA
USA

Category

Universities
and research
organisations
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